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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to measure and compare retention 
between children ~rking alone and with a partner using S.R.A. 
(Scientific Research Associates) reading materials. The S.R.A. 
laboratory is a series of graded reading experiences intended to be 
used by individual children working alone and at their own rate of 
speed. Its general purpose is to improve many reading skills but in 
this study the retention factor will be the only concern. 
It is important to determine if retention can be improved through 
the use of paired learning practices. The need for greater learning 
efficiency has long been felt in the field of education. 
Recent discussion about extending the school year indicates the 
concern for learning in our schools today. The authors feel that 
better instructional practices could result in greater retention and 
provide more efficient use of school time. 
Reading is of necessity an individual project and often does not 
provide motivation for recall. Discussion of reading materials with 
a partner might provide greater motivation and call attention to 
specific information in a story. It should help to clarify concepts 
and correct erroneous impressions of the individual reader. Many 
students enjoy working together because they are able to express 
themselves freely. When they are working in pairs and discussing the 
materials read, it provides real motivation for the reading task. 
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CHAPTER I 
STATE11ENT OF PROBL:EM AND REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
The object of thi~ study was to measure and evaluate gains in 
retention using S.R.A. reading materials. A comparison of gains was 
made between children working individually and ~th a partner in several 
heterogeneous classrooms in the Wellesley Public Schools. 
The ability to remember or recall materials read is an essential 
reading skill and is vital for success in all subject areas. It is 
fundamentally a thinking skill unique in man with challenging possi-
bilities for development. Yoakard- submits that recall can be improved 
when he states: 
"It is now generally believed that the ability to 
remember what is read can be improved. While some 
people have naturally retentive memories and some are 
able practically to mirror the printed page, the aver-
age reader need not be discouraged. Remembering can 
be improved by even the ordinary reader if he learns 
to organize what he reads and if he takes the trouble 
to use memory aids Which can be learne~ by practice. 
The reason why so ma~ children fail to remember impor-
tant ideas gained from reading is because they are not 
interested in remembering or because they have not · 
learned the techniques which will help them to remember 
what they want to remember. The reader must read 
with intent to remember if he is to secure the values 
which lie in many ·important kinds of reading matter. 
Good memories are not wholly the result of original 
nature but often of the desire to remember and tl:e use 
of techniques which aid remembrance. 11 
1 lyoakam, Gerald A., Basal Reading Instruction, New· York: McGraw-
Hill Book Com9any, Inc., 1955~ P. 71. 
Greater recall will helu to produce more ef£icient students and 
aid in the development of writing and speaking skills. Better reten-
tion will contribute to Clear thinking and provide better tools for 
use in a problem-solving situation. Recall of information read is 
not only important in an academic situation but is necessary to ever,r 
intelligent citizen in our democratic society. McKee1 supports this 
point of viev1 Tvhen he says: 
11In and out of school, and for one purpose or 
another the child frequently needs to retain important 
and valid ideas which he finds in his reading. For 
example, he may need to remember such ideas in order 
to take part in a discussion in Which he should talk 
without using notes, to give a report or a review 
extemporaneously, to tell a story that he has read, 
to recite a poem or a quotation, to follow direction 
in making something, or to take a test covering a given 
unit of subject matter, or to provide himself ~th a 
sound foundation £or further study in a given subject. 
In such situations, the child sometimes needs to retain 
the gist or main points or an entire reading selection 
itself. At other times he needs to retain only scat-
tered bits that appear here and there in the selection. 
Often it is sufficient for him to retain the required 
ideas cloaked in llhis omn words. Occasionally, he must 
memorize a short selection verbatim. n 
Without understanding and retention reading has little value. 
Burton2 emphasizes this point when he says: 
lMcKee, Paul, The Teaching of Reading, Boston: Houghton-Mifflin 
Company, 1951, Pp. 531-532• 
2Burton, William H., et al., Reading in Child Development, Indiana-
polis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1956, P. 329. 
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11Reading is of little consequence unless a 
person remembers something of what he reads. The 
retention of meanings is something entirely dif-
ferent from the retention of 1mrds, which may be 
a mere ve~balism. The area of retention is of vital 
importance to the mastery of all content. 11 
TEAM LEARNING 
The purpose of this study was to measure, compare and evaluate 
the retention of materials by children working individually and in 
pairs. We are trying to evaluate the anparent advantages of paired 
practice as a method of increasing the retentive power of children 
.in a reading assignment. 
Positive research information on the value of paired practice 
is sketchy. Spencer1 supports this statement when she remarks: 
11Research as yet has supplied little evidence 
beyond subjective questioning to ·support the opinions 
o£ educators favoring pupils working independently in 
teams, as a J?rofitable learning technique." 
Despite the lack of conclusive research supporting team learning, 
many educators agree vmrking independently does not always pro-
vide for the most=efficient learning. This is the opinion o.f 
= 
2 Gray who states: -- -
UExperience shows clearly that pupil development 
cannot always be achieved most effectively as the child 
works alone. Of great importance is the stimulus and 
lSpencer, Doris, ttAn Evaluation of Word Study Lessons in Grade Four11 , 
Unpublished Doctor1 s Dissertation, Boston University, 1958. 
2Gray, William s.~ (Compiler and Editor), Classroom Techniques ~n 
Improving Reading, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1949, 
P. 23. 
.. ,. 
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added insight which resu1t when he works cooperatively 
with others in achieving common goals." 
1 Reagan found that children enjoy ~rking together and that pairs 
seems to be the most productive form of grouping. 
Klugman2 in an effort to discover whether children could solve 
arithmetic problems better alone or in pairs reported the following 
results: 
" ••••••• when children 1vorked in pairs they earned 
reliably higher scores than when they worked independent-
ly. However, while the scores were higher, it took them 
a reliably longer time •••• due to the presentation, 
discussion rejection, and acceptance of a greater num-
ber of possible answers which occurred when the children 
worked in pairs." 
Durrell3 believes in flexible grouping to fit the instructional 
objectives. He maintains that this will prevent a child from being 
dependent on other members of the group. To quote Durrell: 
liWhile the child must have practice in independent 
work, there are few objectives of learning in the 
elementar,r school which are not better attained through 
group and team work. Children may be grouped or paired 
by the teacher so that one child does not continually 
lean on others to get his work done. Choice of partner 
or of members of teams may be limited at times to 
children of the same reading level. At other times 
1Reagan, John Francis, ttimproving Recall Through Graded Study Lessons 
in Grade Four." Unpublished Iviaster1 s Thesis, Boston University, 
2Boston, 19.57. 
Klugman, Samuel F., "Cooperative Versus Individual Sufficiency in 
Problem Solvingu, Journal of Educational Psychology, 3.5:91-100, 
February, 19 44. 3Durrell, Donald D., Improving Reading Instruction, New York: 
World Book Company~ Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1956. 
.::: .. ...... t.. .... -'!1 
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the teams m~ be chosen from the entire class. In 
certain situations children may be paired for reading 
level, for enterprise, for interests, or even for 
certain personal qualities. The success of ~aired 
practice depends in part upon the congeniality of 
the pairs. rr 
In a stu~ conducted by Campanaro1 it was found that: 
"The active role of a child participating in a 
group brought out a greater gain in learning than when 
the very same child had to concentrate, study and sit 
by himself • 11 
2 Other intrinsic values of grouu work are offered by Strang 
when she asserts: 
"A group consists of two or more individuals, work-
ing together toward a goal •••• A group builds up integrit,r 
and personality, strengthens the individual's awareness 
of being a member interacting with others for positive 
purposes •••••• 
Group work is ~lanned shared eXPeriences which foster 
desirable changes in individuals as a whole." 
Group participation promotes growth in democratic ideals 
necessary in preparation for life in a free society. This is 
emphasized by Burr, Harding and Jacobs3 when they state: 
nModern schools are responsible for teaching 
children to assume shared responsibilities and to carry 
on cooperative activities, both of which contribute 
to the optimum development o£ the individual personali-
ty and to the common group life. Through group work 
children not only get important work done, they also 
1campanaro, Lena E., 11Graded Lessons for the Use of Study Teams, 
Grade Four", Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1956, 
P. 33 .. 
2strang, Ruth, Group Wbrk in Education, New York: Harper Brothers, 
, 1958, P .. 5. 
;}Burr, James B., Lowry W. Harding and Leland B. Jacobs, Student 
Teaching in the Elementary School, New York: Appleton-Century-
'aro~s, ~950, P. 253. 
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say: 
learn the meaning of shared roles of leadership, the 
responsibility inherent in freedom, the necessity 
of critical thinking in the solution of problems and 
the need for the continuous evaluation, both of the 
products of group action and of the processes employed. 11 
This view is supported by Brueckner and Grossnicklel when they 
"The experience of 1-rorking together with others 
in the study and solutions of vital problems and of 
accepting responsibility for assignments by the group 
contributes to the development of social qualities and 
abilities which are fundamental to life in a democracy. 
Within these units there are such a wide variety of 
activities possible that all pupils can find ways in 
each of them to make worthwhile contributions to the 
group according to his interests, abilities and special 
talents.u 
To reach the social goals mentioned by Brueckner and Gross-
nickle successful group work is motivated by a team spirit. 
Markovin2 supports this vie1..r when he states: 
11By entering into the team spirit, classmates 
should learn to divide their functions and duties as 
members of committees or clubs, and abide by the 
rules of the "gametr, to think together, and to 
cooperate. They learn to participate actively or 
vicariously in different situations in or out of 
school, to plan and evaluate, to discuss, report and 
dramatize-------The learning takes place more effective-
ly when children do it not as consumers only but also 
as active participants in and out of school. 11 
1Brueckner, Leo J., and Foster E. Grossnickle, How to Make Arithmetic 
Meaningful, J. c. Winston Company, 1947, P. 153. 
2Markovin, Bors v., 11Growth Through Speaking and Listening11 , 
Elementar,r English Review, 26:129-131, March, 1949, P. 130. 
~ \~~· 
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In addition to the realization of social goals, grouping is in-
valuable as a means of providing for individual differences in 
learning. Durrell and Palos1 emphasize this point when they say: 
nTeam study seems to offer many advantages to 
.learning, especially in view of the wide differences 
in ability among pupils in a classroom. It permits 
adjustments to team differences in level and learning 
rates; rapid learners may advance faster or use more 
difficult materials; slovr learners may use easier 
materials or more detailed study guides and progress 
at a suitable pace. It should give the opportunity 
for specific practice to overcome weaknesses common 
to the team •••• Certainly team studyprovides greater 
security in learning, especially when pupils check their 
knowledge with each other at frequent intervals in the 
study period. n 
2 Durrell lends further support to the value of group work when 
he asserts: 
11There are a great many situations when interest 
is heightened, comprehension is increased, and general 
achievement is improved through pupils working in 
pairs ••••• There is seldom any type of work which is 
not enhanced by children working in pairs •••• They may 
enjoy various types of contests when paired with a 
child of equal ability. Sometimes it is desirable to 
pair a rapid learner with a slow one, setting up a 
illtoring situation for various kinds of skills help." 
Summar.y of Research 
Although there is little research to support the advantages of 
grouping, most authorities agree that working together often provides 
lnurrell, Donald D. and Viola A. Palos. "Pupil Study Teams in 
2Reading
11
, Education, May, 1956. 
Durrell, Donald D. "Improving Reading Instruction"_, New York: World 
Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1956, P. 129. 
'· 
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the most profitable learning situation. Some of the important advan-
tages of group work can be swnmarized as follows: 
1. Enhances pupil enjoyment. 
2. Provides for individual differences. 
3. Contributes to personality development. 
4. Provides opportunity for leadership. 
5. Teaches children to assume responsibility. 
6. Develops a co-operative attitude. 
7. Stimulates greater interest in learning. 
8. Fosters the dev~lopment of democratic ideals. 
9. Improves instruction of skills. 
Michaelis1 summarizes the need for cooperation and team work 
when he states: 
11The ability to cooperate, to work with others to 
be a member of a team, is of prime importance in our 
culture. The team work employed in industry, education, 
science, government and othersignificent activities is 
illustrative of this point. From early· days 1-rhen 
neighbors worked together to raise the walls of a log 
cabin, or to have a town meeting, to the present time 
when a crew of workers erects a skyscraper, or a group 
participates in a meeting of the city council, progress 
has been accelerated because of cooperation. And now 
cooperation among nations of the world looms large 
as a major problem of our times.n 
~lichaelis, John u., Social Studies For Children in a Democracy, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New Jersey, 1957, PP. 22 & 23. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE EXPERTI~ENT 
The purpose of this study was to measure and compare the effect 
of paired practice on retention of reading materials. The population 
was separated into two groups, one worked individually, and the other 
worked "With a partner. The experiment lasted for a two week period 
and the grouos were interchanged at the end of the first week. This 
enabled every child in the population to work both individually and 
with a partner. 
In preparation for the study it was necessar.r to: 
1. Obtain permission from S.R.A. (Scientific Research 
Associates) to reproduce ce~tain reading materials £rom 
their reading laboratory. 
2. Secure the cooperation of a public school system to 
conduct the experiment. 
3. Administer "Starting Level Guide" tests to determine 
(color) achievement levels of students in the several 
classrooms. 
4o Develop an instrument to measure the retention of 
material by children involved in the experiment. 
1. Materials of Instruction 
Using the Starting Level Guide Test. · 
0 
0 
The S.R.A. Starting Level Guide Test is designed to aid the 
teacher in the selection of the correct reading level for the students 
using the S.R.A. kit. Each level is designated by color, with a dif-
ferent color for each level in the laboratory. 
The Starting Level Guide Test was administered according to the 
instructions set forth in the S.R.A. manual to each of the six 
classrooms cooperating in the experiment. The results of this test 
showed that over 98 percent of the test population fell into the red 
and green color l~vels. The color level green was chosen because it 
was the proper level for a majority of the group and offered no read-
ing difficulties to the remainder of the test population. 
The first ten stories from the ~ower builder section and green 
color level were selected for the experiment. Special permission was 
obtained from S.R.A. (Science Research Associates) to reproduce these 
stories. This was necessary to enable all the children to read each 
story at the same time. These stories were photostaticallY reproduced 
and equal to the original material except for the absence of color in 
the illustrations. 
The reproductions were in black and white only. (See sample) 
2. Final Measure 
A final test was developed that contained one hundred questions 
designed to measure retention of the reading stories. All the questions 
were of the multiple choice type and the correct answer had to be 
selected from three possible answers. They were similar in form to 
10 
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practice questions in the S.R.A. reading laboratory and were based on 
factual information. It is important to notice that the questions 
in the final measure were not the same as the ones used in the practice 
exercises. Because the final test was administered in the fourth week, 
it was decided a memory clue should be prov~ded to orient the child 
to the particular story. The test was separated into ten sections with 
the title of each story ap~earing before the questions as a memory clue. 
3· Description of Population 
The study was conducted in an Eastern Massachusetts school system 
where six heterogeneous classrooms were selected for the experiment. 
Only c~assrooms that were not previously exposed to S.R.A. materials 
vTere chosen. The total population was one hundred fifty sixth graders 
from four different elementary schools. The classrooms ranged in siz~ 
from eighteen to thirty pupils. There were (74) girls and (76) boys. 
The I.Q.'s ranged from 82 to 152 with a median of l18 for the total 
population. 
4. Procedure 
The population was separated into two groups of three classrooms 
each. Group One consisted of classrooms A, B, and c. Group Two con-
sisted of classrooms D, E, and F. The study lasted for a period of 
ten consecutive school days and the final measure was administered 
a week later. 
11 
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The following chart shows that during the first week group one 
worked individually and group two v1orked in pairs. The second week 
the procedure was reversed; group two worked individually and group 
one 1-rorked in pairs. All children worked alone and with a partner for 
an equal period of time. 
Table 1. Organization of Grouping 
~vorking Week I (First 5 Days) Week II (Second 5 Days 
Individually Group I 
(Classrooms ABC) 
Group II 
Pairs Grou,p II 
(Classrooms DEF) 
Group I 
Ten stories were selected from the'power builder section of the 
S.R.A. Reading Laboratory. Reproduction of the materials enabled all 
of the children to work simultaneously on each of the cards. The first 
week group two worked vdth a partner while group one worked individually. 
The second week this process was reversed so that each pupil worked 
on one half of the cards individually and on the other half in pairs. 
0 
0 
0· 
Table 2. 
WEEK I WEEK II 
STORY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
-
Individuals Group I Group II 
Pairs Group II Group I 
The children were instructed to complete the exercises at the 
end of each story. The pupils working in pairs were directed to 
read the story individually but to discuss and compare their answers 
1dth their partner. Individual answer sheets were supplied for this 
purpose. 
5. Directions for Working Individually 
Teacher Directions: 
1. Choose group leaders to hand out and collect the reading 
materials. 
2. Hand out the stories and answer blanks. 
3. Have students put their name on the answer blank. 
4. Explain that they idll read the story silently by themselves. 
5. Have them answer the questions and complete the reading 
exercises at the end of the story. 
6. When the exercises have been completed, tell 1them to raise 
their hand. 
7. Give each pupil a correcting card so that they may check their 
work immediately. 
13 
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Pupil Directions: 
Please listen carefullY: 
You are going to read the story by yourselves. When you have 
finishe~answer the questions and do the exercises at the end of 
the story. If you are not sure of an answer, you should go back to 
the story and check to be certain you are right. linen you have 
finished, raise your hand and your teacher will give you an answer 
sheet so that you can correct your answers. There is no time limit 
so do the best you can. 
6. Directions for Children Working in Pairs 
Teacher Directions: 
1. Choose group leaders to hand out and collect the reading 
materials. 
2. Assign pupils into pairs. 
3. Hand out the stories and answer blanks. 
4. Have students put their name on the answer blanks. 
5. Explain that they will read the stor.y by themselves but will 
work with their partner to compare and discuss their answers 
when answering the questions and doing the other written 
exercises. 
6. When the exercises have been completed, tell them to raise 
their hand. 
7. Give each pair a correcting card so that they can check their 
work immediately. 
14 
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Pupil Directions: 
Please listen carefully: 
You are going to read the stor,v by yourselves. When you have 
finished~ work with your partner to answer the questions and do the 
exercises at the end of the story. Be sure to discuss your answers; 
and if you are not sure or disagree, go back in the story and check. 
Work together on all of the questions. 
When you have finished, raise your hand and your teacher will give 
you an answer sheet so that you can correct your answers. There is 
no time limit so do the best you can. 
15 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The puroose of this study ~s to determine Whether retention can 
be improved through the use of paired learning experiences. The task 
was to measure and compare retention between children working individu-
ally and in pairs using S.R.A. reading materials. 
The main concern of this chapter is to analyze the data for the 
following purposes: 
1. To indicate the range of intelligence quotients of the 
population in the study. 
2. To show the achievenent levels of the population on the 
S.R.A. starting level guide test. 
3. To compare the major findings of the whole grouo working 
individually and in pairs. 
4. To compare the results from classrooms with previous 
exoerience working in pairse 
5. To compare the results from classrooms without previous 
experience working in pairs. 
6. To compare the gains or loses resulting from previous paired 
practice. 
7. To evaluate teacher and punil preference innaired work. 
Table 3 shows the distribution of IQ1s for the total population. 
They range from 82 to 152 and have a mean of 118.5. The standard 
deviation for the group is 8.65. 
Table 3. 
I.Q. No. of people % 
140-152 10 6.66 
130-139 22 14.66 
120-129 34 22.66 
110-119 42 28 
90-109 40 26.66 
80-89 2 1.33 
N=l50 
To conduct the study it was necessary to find an ability level 
at which all students would perform best. The Starting Level Guide 
Test (S.R .. A.) was administered to determine which level would be used. 
Material from the S.R.A. Reading Laboratory was chosen at a level 
which could be understood by those individuals involved in the 
study. 
Table 4 shows the three achievement levels of the population. 
The color red represents the highest achievement level and brown 
- -
the lowest. It shows that 39 pupils were in the highest; 94 pupils 
in the average group and 17 pupils in the lowest. For the purpose 
of measuring retention all students read the selections from the 
green color level .. 
17 
Table 4. 
COLOR LEVEL NO. OF PEOPLE % 
Red 39 26 
Green 94 66.66 
Brown 17 11.33 
N = 150 
MAJOR Flr-i"DINGS OF WHOLE GROUPS 
Table 5 shows the mean score of the pupils working individually 
to be 41.04 compared with 40.71 to those that worked in pairs. The 
mean dif~erence in retention was .33 in favor of the pupils that 
worked individually. The critical ratio of .63 shows that the dif-
ference is not statistically significant. This suggests that there 
was little difference when 1-rorking alone or with a partner comparing 
the groups as a whole. 
Table 5. 
WHOLE GROUP N Mean S.D. S.E.M. Diff S.E. C.R. 
M Diff 
Individuals 41.04 4.38 .36 
150 ·33 .53 .63 
Pairs 40.71 4.81 .39 
18 
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Table 6 shows that pupils with experience in paired work had a 
mean score of 38.90 t~hen 1-JOrking individually and 42.50 when working 
in pairs. The mean difference of 3.15 was in favor of those that 
worked in pairs. The critical ratio of 3.18 shows this difference to 
be statistically significant. It appears that pupils with experience 
working in pairs tend to have better retention than those working 
individually. 
Table 6. 
EXP ~RIENCED P ,AIRS N Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff. s.E .. C.R. 
M Diff • 
Individuals 38.90 4.06 • 775 
55 3.15 1.02 3.18 
Pairs 42.5C 3·34 .635 
Table 7 shows that pupils 'Without experience in paired work had 
a mean score of 42.44 when working individually and 38.73 when working 
in pairs. The mean difference of 3.71 was in favor of those that 
worked individually. The critical ratio of 2.61 shows the difference 
to be statistically significant. Pupils 'Without experience working 
in pairs had better retention when working by themselves. 
Table 7. 
INEXPERIENCED PAIRS N Mean S.D. S.E .. M. Diff. S.E. C.R .. 
1"1 Diff. 
Individuals 42.44 3.62 .762 
95 3-71 1.52 2.61 
Pairs 3"8 .. 73 5.25 1.09 
19 
~able 8 shows the difference between the means of the groups 
having experience working in pairs and the other which was inexperienced 
working in pairs. The difference in the means was 3.77 in favor of 
the experienced group. The critical ratio was 2.98 and is statis-
tically significant. This suggests that experienced pairs tend to 
have better retention than inexperienced pairs. 
Table B. 
Diff 
N MEAN S.D. SEin M 
EXPERIENCED 42.50 3.35 .64 
1.50 3.77 
INEXPERIENCE!: 38.73 5.24 1.09 
RELATED DATA 
Pupil Preference Questionnaire 
S.E. 
Diff. 
1.27 
c.R. 
2.98 
The following questionnaire was presented to the pupils at the 
completion of the experiment. Students were asked if they enjoyed 
the reading selections and also if they preferred to work individually 
or with a partner~ 
Table 9. Sample Questionnaire 
1. Did you enjoy doing the lessons? 
2. Which do you prefer: 
Working with a partner? 
Working alone? 
Check One 
Yes No 
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The result of the questionnaire showed that nearly all of the 
pupils enjoyed doing the lessons. One hundred t~ students preferred 
to work with a partner while forty eight preferred to work by themselves. 
Teacher Preference Questionnaire 
At the conclusion of the experiment the questionnaire which fol-
lows was given to the teachers. They were asked how they taught 
reading and if they used paired learning techniques in their daily work. 
Table 10. Sample Questionnaire 
1. How do you teach reading? 
Usually teach to the whole class 
Usually group children for instruction 
2. Do you use paired learning techniques in 
their daily lessons Yes No 
The results of the questionnaire showed that all teacners grou?ed 
their children for instruction in reading; however, only two out of 
six teachers utilized paired practice techniq~es. 
Summary Statement of Findings 
Table 5 indicates that the pupils as a whole group had better 
retention -vihen working individually. Table 6 shows that experienced 
pairs did better than those that worked by themselves. Table 7 shows 
that inexperienced pairs have greater retention when they work 8lonee 
21 
Table 8 indicated that experience is a factor When working in pairs. 
The experienced pairs had greater recall than those without previous 
experience. 
The results of the pupil preference questionnaire showed that 
48 children preferred to work individually and 102 preferred to work 
in pairs. This means approximately 2 to l preferred working with a 
partner. • 
According to the teachers• preference questionnaire it was found 
that all teachers had used some form of grouping but only two teachers 
had given specific practice in paired work. 
22 
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SUMMARY 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to measure reading retention and 
to make a comparison between children -working alone and with a partner. 
This study was conducted in the town of Wellesley_, JYTassachusetts. 
Six heterogeneous classrooms from four elementar,y schools cooperated 
in the experiment. The population consisted of 150 children from 
grade six without previous experience using the S.R.A. reading 
laboratory. The I.Q. 1 s ranged from 82 to 152 with a median of 118 for 
the group as a whole. 
Ten s.R.A. stories were selected from the green color level of 
the reading laboratory. This color was chosen as a result of the 
"Starting Level Guide Testn, which was administered to determine their 
ability range. The stories were photostatically reproduced and were 
equal to the original material except for the absence of color in the 
illustrations. 
The experiment lasted for a period of ten consecutive school days. 
The first week half of the population worked alone While the other 
half worked in pairs. The second week the groups were interchanged 
so that each child worked both individually and with a partner for an 
equal period of time. A final measure was administered one week 
0 
0 
\/ 
following .the close of the experiment. It consisted of 100 multiple 
choice questions based on retention of the material read. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. A comparison of the total population showed no significant 
difference between working a1one or with a partner. The 
critical ratio of .63 favored individual work. 
2. Experienced pairs had better retention when working with 
a partner. A critical ratio of 3.18 favored paired 
work. 
3. Inexperienced pairs had better retention when working alone. 
A critical ratio of 2.61 favored working individually. 
4. When working in pairs people with previous paired experience 
had better retention. The critical ratio of 2.98 favored 
the people with experience. 
!). Pupils in this study preferred group work at a. ratio of about 
2 to 1. 
6. ~10 out of six teachers used previous paired work. 
7. Previous experience appears to be a significant factor as an 
aid to retention in paired work. 
24 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The results of this experiment give strong indications that previous 
experience working in pairs is a significant factor in the measurement 
of retention. It is suggested for further study that a larger popu-
lation be used on pupils 1iith previous paired experience. 
25 
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" In Less Than Two ~seconds 
I Let us pretend we could take a trip right down 
into the center of the earth. What would we 
see? How would you get along on a trip like 
that? Of course you know that a trip into the , 
center of the earth is impossible. Such a trip 
will always be impossible. But just suppose 
that it were possible. 
z ' To take this imaginary journey we will have 
By JER~ME S~ MEYER . 
to be imaginary people. We will have to b~ 
people who are not affected by tetriblb heat 
or terrific pressure. We will also nefd ~orne 
super-speed drills to drill our wliy &own 
through about one thous·iUitl. eight . iifuidred 
miles of solid rock. We ~ill n~~d to ci.rin our 
way down as fast as an expre~ t!iilit can 
move along the ground. If we COlJld d6 ~ 
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this, what do scientists pelieve we would feel? 
What do scientists believe we would see? 
3 After digging for a short while we hear a 
clanking sound. We find our shovels clank-
ing against the hard surface of bed rock. 
Then we throw away our shovels, get into our 
huge speed drills and start down. 
~ 4 We drill and we drill. Down, down we go. 
After we are about a half mile below the sur-
face of the earth we notice that it is much 
hotter than when we started. When we are 
about a mile down, it is still hotter. T!¥s is 
not strange because for every mile we go 
down the temperature goes up. It goes. up 
eighty degrees Fahrenheit. So when we have 
traveled down three miles the temperature will 
be hotter than boiling water. By the time we 
have traveled to a depth of only fifty miles 
the temperature will be about four thousand 
degrees. This is as hot as fire. Just imagine! 
5 Drill, drill, drill-down, down, down we 
go. Straight" down, hour after hour. All we 
can see are rocky walls. Rocky walls of ever-
changing colors are all around us. Sometimes 
we ~ee thick ores rich in iron and platinum. 
Other times we see diamonds mixed in with a 
great many other minerils. But it is all solid 
rock-like stuff. 
6 Some of the rock walls sliding past are quite 
pretty and we would like to touch them. But 
we would be foolish to try to touch them as we 
whiz by. We are now so far down that it is 
as hot as an electric furnace! 
7 We keep 'falling for two more days and 
I 
two nights without stopping. We see changes 
taking place in the walls. Now they are be-
coming so hot that they have melted into a 
pasty mass. It is a kind of mud made of iron 
and nickel. 
8 It won't be long now before we are dumped 
into a huge mass of iron and nickel. It will 
be in liquid stage and boiling like a kettle of 
molasses candy. But it will be a big ocean 
of boiling metal! It will be so hot that any-
one coming within ten miles of. it would be 
burned. Oh, yes, anyone coming within ten 
miles of it would be burned to a crisp in less 
than two seconds. 
9 So we press the "UP" button for a quick 
get-away. This is no place for us. It ·is no. 
place for anyone! So back we go to the sur-
face of the earth where we belong. My1 how 
good it is up there looking at the wonders of 
f the earth and sky. And let's be happy that 
we can take a trip anywhere on the surface of 
the earth without burning to a crisp in less 
than two seconds. 
By permission of Lothrop,. Lee & Shepard Co., Inc .• New York, from 
Picture Book of the Earth by 1"ome S. Meyer. Copyright 1949. by 
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co .. Inc. 
@) 19S8, by Science Research Associates, Inc. All rights re~rved under 
International Copyrfght Union. Printed in United States of America. 
HOW WELL DID YOU READ? 
Did you note the important facts? 
1. If anyone comes within ten miles of the big 
ocean of boiling metal, he 'Yill- be 
A) burned to a crisp 
B) burned a little 
C) warm 
2. For every mile we go down toward the center 
of the earth, the temperature goes up 
A) fifty degrees Fahrenheit 
B) eighty degrees Fahrenheit 
C) four thousand degrees Fahrenheit 
What do you think? 
3. This trip should be taken in 
A) our imagination 
B) the spring 
C) the winter 
4. This story helps you understand 
A) how to dig a hole 
B) why the sun is hot 
C) why volcanoe~ are hot 
5. Another good, title.for this story would be 
A) ''A Hot Trip" 
B) "A Piece of Rock'' 
C) "Surface of the Earth" 
Read between the lines 
6. This trip 
A) really happened 
B) will probably never be possible 
C) may be possible in the near future 
" 
l ' 
/ 
7. This story was written to 
A) amuse us 
B) help us plan our next trip 
C) show what it is like inside the ,earth 
LEARN ABOUT WORDS 
A. Often you can tell the meaning of a word from 
other words around it. We call this "getting mean-
ing from the context." -
Directions: Find words in the story which mean: 
1. tobegin(3J 
2. not real (2) 
3. opposite of days (7) 
4. middle ( 1) 
5. good-looking (6) 
B. When you know the meaning of a word and 
know its first letter,. you can often tell what the 
word is. 
Directions: Read the meaning, then look at the 
first letter in each line of the puzzle. When you 
know what the word is, turn to the right para-
graph in the story and find it. Then write the word. 
6. anumber 
7. on every side. 
8. a large mass 
of stone 
9. a number 
1 0. one of two 
equal parts 
E 
-\-
-
A. 
-· 
R 
-
T 
H 
(2) 
., 
: 
.I 
(5) 
(3) 
(7) 
(4) 
'· 
11. This trip was taken into the center of tne· 
Look down. the· first row of the 
puzzle. Write the worcL 
- ... 
c 
C. Every· ~ lim!; !both a long sound and a 
short; soumll..II.mr!g 'WIIJ.Wels say .their names. Short· 
vowel$ne.vwr!llh"j'1llhefu-mames. They have a special 
soundL StuclW tiJre tnllile 0f vowel sounds at the 
bottom of 1lliriB; pr_ge. 
Directiaus:· WIDm: <eRdh word. Say the word .so'ftly 
to yoUl!Sel:.:. :JI.I!laxi:e 1fhe long mark. ( -} over the 
long vowe:lBJ - 1llliie short mark (-) over the 
short vCJWelSi. llf :a 'W!>Welllas no sound, cross it 
Cirolt,. liTre tfDi5 ..t 
EXAMP.ILES: may can 
12. while 
13~ drill. 
14. roc!c 
The Vowels 
15. take 
16. so 
17. just 
mrust 
cs .. ~~· 
18. :mile 
19. whiz 
20. thick 
./ 
/··21. we 
22. -hot 
2~. place 
D. out +side = outside . 
Outside is a compound word. It is made by put-
ting two smaller words together. 
Directions: Wnie The two smaller worgs that make 
up e:;tch compound word. 
24. upstairs 29. however 
25. woodwork 30. candlestick 
26. irirplane· 31. buttonhole 
27. playground 32. without , 
28. raincoat 33. grandmother 
i 
Long Vowel Sounds 
- Shc_:lrt Vowel Sounds 
. ape 
apple 
eagle 
elephant 
ice 
indian 
d 
open 
ox 
u 
ilnifotm 
- ~mbrella 
Copyright .19)8 in the· SRA Reading Laboratory'by Science 
Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street, Chicago 
11 , Illinois.. Reprinted for research purposes only • 
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FOUR-LEGGED DETECTIVE 
l Rajah is a detective in his own right. He is a 
police dog, a big Alsati!ln with an alert, 
friendly face. 
2 A short time ago he was on patrol in Hyde 
' Park with his master, a uniformed policeman. 
A _.gang of nineteen young roughnecks were 
smashing park chairs. They ran away when 
they saw the policeman. But Rajah, who can 
· run faster than any person, soon caught up 
with them. One of the gang trie<i to throw the 
3 
By LAWRENCE THOMPSON 
d~g, and Rajah then gave a mild sample of 
how he can fight. It didn't take long for the 
rest of the gang to decide to wait quietly for 
the policeman. 
Rajah will_ fight only if the c1YlJ? he is after 
tries to fight with him firSt. He, and all other 
· police dogs, are taught to grab a crook's right 
arm. Rajah will not bite it. He will not even 
tear the sleeve~ He will- just grasp the arm 
gently with his teeth. If the man stops .and 
.. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
'stands still, Rajah is satisfied. He will not leave-
the man until his master arrives. l 
Criminals do not like the dogs. They can't 
get away from them ~ easily as men. Give 
Rajah a fair scent to follow, and he will not 
leave it until he finds the man the scent be-
longs to. He will follow it for an hour, for four 
hours, or even for eight hours. 
A housebreaker was £hased through dark 
streets at two o'clock in the morning b~ police 
on foot ~nd by police in radio cars. Finally 
the man ran into the huge garden ·of a big 
house. To find him with no light but that of 
a flashlight would have taken the policemen 
many hours. The crook also had a fair chance 
to escape or get away while the search was 
going on. So the police didn't try to find him. 
They stood on guard outside the garden, and 
telephoned for a dog. 
Rajah arrived within a short time. He was 
. put on the trail an~ too~ the police straight 
to the housebreaker!s hiding place. 
Dogs are very useful for patrolling parks 
10 
11 
and other open 'spaces. They are the enemy 12 
of purse snatchers. A purse snatch~r does not 
li~e being chased for a mife in the dark over 
bushes, ditches, and sandpits by .a hound. 
Of course, dogs have uses other ~an thief-
taking. They ~11 also track down lost 13 
children. 
Dogs have been used by the police in cer-
tain kindS of cases since 1888. But in 1946, 
Scotland Yard, London's famous police P,ead-
quart_ers, began training do~s to be real police 
.-
'-. ' 
detectives. They began with six Labrador re-
trievers. The Labrador is a good tracker and 
a powerful, heavy dog. He is good for holding 
criminals. But, like some people, he doe~ not 
like to work after dark. For this reason Scot-
land Yard began to get Alsatians. They found 
that these dogs are as keen, alert, and intelli-
gent at three o'clock on a cold wet morning 
as oq the hottest summer day. 
It takes three months for the training of a 
dog and his master. This training is done 'at 
the kennel at Imber Court. It is here the 
master learns to know his dog, and the dog 
learns to know and trust his master. Man and 
dog together learn the words of commands, 
whistles,: and gestures with which the dog is 
controlled from long or short distances. . 
The dog will obey no signals excep~ -those 
of his master, whom he woiships. Any man is 
• foolish to try to beat up a master in sight of 
his dog. If anyone d~es, he will qu~ckly have 
a hefty Alsatian with powerful jaws and sharp 
teeth on top of him. 
When the training is finished, the dog goes 
to live with his master. A kennel and food are 
provided for the . dog at the. master's home. 
Every two weeks the master an~ dog go back 
t? Imb~r Court for a day. 
Today, the four-legged po~icemen are a 
very impo~t part of the Scotland Yard 
Police Force. 
Adapted from The Story of ScoUond Yard by Lawrence Thompson 
published In the Landmark Series by Random House In the USA. by 
arrang~m~nt with Burke Publishing Co. Ltd., London. 
® l9S8, by Scknct R~search Associates, Inc. Aiz rights rdtrved under 
I~)"atlonal ~opyright Union. Printed In United. Stlllu of America. 
,~, 
HOW WELL DID YOU READ? 
What did the writer say? · 
1. A police dog is trained to obey 
A) only a few friends 
B) everyone · 
'C) only his master 
2. To train ll dog and his master it takes 
A) a day 
B) three months· 
C) three weeks 
3. Rajah is a 
A) uniformed policeman 
B) police dog 
C) criminal 
4. When Rajah gets a scent to follow, he will 
A) not stop searching until. he finds the man 
he's looking for 
B) follow 1t for only an hour 
C) follow it for only four hours 
Can you draw the right conclusion? 
5. Every two weeks the master and his dog go 
back to Imber Court for a day 
A) so the dog will stay alert 
B) to have fun 
C) to have a :vacation 
• 6. Criminals do not like police dogs because 
. A) they are easy to fool '' 
B) they can jump· easier than a man 
C) it is impossible to get away .from them 
How well can you reason? 
7. Police dogs are a very important part of Scot-
land Yard because 
·A_) they like to follow the policemen 
B) they do things policemen can't do 
C) they bite the policemen 
s 
LEARN ABOUT WORDS 
A. Often you can tell the meaning of a word from 
other words around it. We call this "getting mean-
ing from the context." 
~ire~tions: Find words in the story whiqh mea1:1:. 
1. watchful; wide awake (1) 
2. rip (3) 
3. part of a coat covering the arm (3) 
4. persons who have committed a crime ( 4) 
5. started (9) ' ' 
B. Often a word has more than one ,me:aning, de-
pending on how it is used. .-
EXAMPLE: The word place. may meap. 
A) spot 
B) duty ~ 
C) space; room.·. · 
Look at paragraph 6. You will see that. P.l~~e has, 
the A) meaning. · ~ - ·• · 
' < ' 
Directions: Now look at each boldface word: Read, 
the three meanings (A, B, and C). Then- look 
back to the right paragraph. Decide which mean-
ing fits the way the word is used in the story. Write 
the letter that stands before the meaning you 
choose. 
6. master (2) 
A) person who has ·control over a dog 
B) a male teacher 
. C) a skillfui person 
7. rest(2) 
A) sleep 
B) others; what is left 
C) stop work 
8. fair (4) 
A) beautiful 
B) light in color 
. C) average; pretty good 
9. crook (5) 
. . A) thief 
'' 
' 
· ' B) curved part of anything 
C) ~end 
1 0. cases (9) 
A) special events 
B) :coverings 
C) boxes 
. 
11. short (10) 
A) brief in time 
B) not equal to 
.; 
C) not great in distance 
.-
12. sharp (11) 
A) clever, 
B) cold 
C) not blunt or dull 
C. buy-by 
four-for 
·. 
Words that souncl-· alike are called homonyms. 
Homonyms have different meanings and different 
spellings. 
Directtons: In each sentence there are two words 
which are homonyms. Read each sentence to your-
self. Then choose and write the homonym that 
makes each sentence correct. 
EXAMPLE: John (threw, through) the ball. 
threw is tile correct word. 
13. The children have (tb,~ii.:, there) books. 
14. Will you (be, beef here early? 
15. Did you (see, sea) the picture? 
16. Paul has (four, for) marbles. 
17. The (son, sun) is shining. 
18. The (rose, rows) is beautiful. 
19. The boat had a red (sale, sail). 
20. Who (one, won) the race? . 
21. Four and four are (ate, eight). 
22. The cat has a long. (tale, tail). 
D. Sometimes, when two consonants come to-
gether, you do not sound each one. You join them 
to make a new sound. 
EXAMPLE: wb-, ph, gh, th, ch, sh 
Directions: You will find one of these sounds in 
each word in Column I. Fi.iid another word in 
C.olumn II that has the same sound. Write the 
·word. · 
I II \ 
23. whale rich 
24. photo ~ both 
25. tou_gh phone 
26. thumb w)lite 
27. porch rough 
28, fish I s.Qirt 
E. Most words that begin with the same con-
sonants, begin with the same 'sound. Say these 
words softly to yourself. 
this 
that 
when 
where 
cheat 
chase 
Directions: There are three words in each line. 
Two of the words begin with the same sound. Say 
the words to yourself. Write the two consonants' 
that make the same sound at the beginning of the 
two words. 
29. thumb, tumble, throne 
30. charge, change, range 
31. wild, while, why. 
32. chase, chain, case 
33. suit, shoot, shine 
' : 
Copyright t958 in i{he SR.A Reading Laboratory by 
Scienqe Res.§arc,h Associates, 2.59 East Erie Street, '*· 
Chicago 11, ·Illinois.. Reprinted for research purposes onry' 
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The Day Nianara Falls Stopped 
I Suddenly there was a stillness. Tne noise of the 2 
water had stopped., There was a hollowness • 
about the place that sounded louder than the 
Falls ever did. People awoke from tb,eir night's 
sleep. They dressed and searched for the cause 
of the strangeness. It was unbelievable. Niagara 
Falls had stopped flowing. Was it the end of 
the world? 
By GORDON S. SMITH 
You can imagine how frightened the people 
were! People living within the area of Niagara 
Falls are used to the swirling noise of the 
Niagara River~ falling rapidly over fue rocks 
of the Upper Rapids. The roaring sound as 
1,500,000 gallons of water drop about 165 
feet every second is deafeni!_J.g_But this sound 
is as common to the people as the ticking of 
._30 
,, 
a cloGk. In the narrow passage below, the rac-
ing water gains speed until at one narrow spot 
h~ . the water rushes throug ·at 50 miles an hour. 
3 Niagara River is 36 miles long. It is the 
, natural way out for the 26o,qoo square miles 
of water that flows from the four Great 
Lakes-Lake Superior, Lake. Michigan, Lake 
Huron, and Lake Erie. The river drops 326 
feet between ·Lake <Erie and Lake Ontario. 
The drop at the Falls is about midway along 
the river. 
4 • !his giant waterway has been flowing since 
man can first t:emember. It has been flowing 
since Father Hennepin first saw "the Falls" 
on the cold morning of December 6, 1678. 
But, of course, geologists tell us that if has 
been flowing for thousands of years. 
5 During very cold winters, heavy ice covers 
the surface around the Falls. Water always 
flows; however, under the ice. It also has its 
deafening roar. The roar is such a part of the 
beauty of the Falls that one becomes used to 
it and forgets about the noise. 
6 And so it was in 1848 that the impossible 
• happened. As usual the Great Lakes had been 
.frozen all winter and the thaw had started. 
Large pieces of ice had broken away and were 
floating down the river. These pieces broke up 
into smaller pieces on t_he way down, crashing 
. over th~ cliff and milling around in the odd 
whirls of the Lower Gorge or passageway. 
This all happened before the pieces of ice de-
parted on their race to Lake Ontario. It was 
the usual sight with the usual noise. March 29 
was much like that of any other year. But, be-
fore the day ended, it had made history. 
7 The stillness that came upon them that night 
drove the people almost cr~. The following 
day they went down into the gorge and up the 
other side io see what was wrong. Boulders 
or huge rocks that had never been seen before 
lay bare at the bottom. The now uncovered 
river bed gave up untqld discoveries in the 
way of Indian relics. Men, women, and chil-
dren hunted ~n the piles of loose rock. A regi-
ment of soldiers even marched .as well as they 
could among the rocks. 
8 For nearly thirty hours Niagara Falls stopped 
flowing. Then once again the old familiar roar 
was heard as ice and water came pouring 
along the Upper Rapids. It again poured over 
the great" Niagara and thundered down the 
. Lower Rapids. 
9 Why had the Falls stopped flowing? Experts 
believe the Falls stopped flowing because a 
strong wind stopped the flow of ice where Lake 
Erie bottlenecks into the river. The wind held 
back the ice and jammed it solid, forming a 
dam of ice. It wasn't until a change in the 
direction of the wind, which helped to push 
the ice in the other direction, that the Falls 
started flowing again. 
By permission ol Junior Natural History Magazine. 
® 1958, by Science Research Associates, Inc. All riglzts reserved under 
International Cop}'right Union. Primed in United: States of America. 1 
HOW WELL DID YOU READ? 
What did the writer say? 
1. Niagara Falls stopped flowing in the year of 
A) 1678 
B) 1848 
C) 1952 
2. The impossible happened in the month of 
A) December 
B) August 
C) March 
What do yo~ think? 
3. When the Falls stopped, the people were very 
frightened because 
A) the Falls had never .;topped before 
B) each time the Falls stopped they had 
trouble 
C) they knew they would have a flood 
4. Niagara Falls has probably been flowing 
A) only since· Father Hennepin first saw it 
B) for thousands of years 
C) no..y and then for hundreds. of years 
Cc:n you draw the right conclusion? 
If the statement agrees with the story, write the 
word "yes." If it disagrees with the story, write the 
word "no." 
5. The wind had nothing to do with the stopping 
of the Falls. • • 
6. 'People in the Niagara Falls area talked"'for 
years about what happened on March 29th, 
1848, 
7. The Intlian relics found in the uncov/red river 
bed told many things about the history of the 
place. · 
? 
LEARN ABOUT WORDS 
A. Often you can tell the meaning of a word from 
other words around it. We call this· "getting mean-
ing from the context." 
Directions: Find words in the story which mean: 
1. not wide {2) 
2. in the middle; halfway (3) 
3. first or early part' Jf the day (4) 
4. at all times (5) · 
5. well-lqJ.Own (8) 
B. When you know the meaning of a word and 
know its first letter, you can· often tell what the 
word is. 
Directions: Read the meaning, then look at the first 
letter in each line of the puzzle. When you think 
you know what ¢.e word is, ttirn to the right para-
graph in the story and find it. Then write the word. 
6. not ever; at' 
no time 
7. frozen water 
8. in addition 
9. huge 
1 0. once more 
11. very fast; swiftly 
12. nearly 
.. 
N. 
I 
A r 
G 
A 
. 
R 
A ,_ 
' 
(7) 
(9) 
'-
(5) ~ 
(4) 
(9) 
I . . - (2) 
• ~ 
(7) 
13. Looking down the first row of the puzzle, you 
will find the name of the falls that stopped 
flowing. Write the name. 
. 
~ 
l 
. -/ 
•'c. Sometimes two. consonant letters come together 
tq make a new sound. 
\ 
·brav~ push hurt print thi'n 
Direciions: Write· each word. Say it to yourself. 
Then circle the consonant letters that are joined 
to ~ake a new sqund. 
~14. cash 20. sent 
'-
15. break 2i. shout 
16. cart 22. frOIJ.t 
17. dream 23. warm 
18. third 24. shop 
19. crop 
D. Most words that begin with the same con-
sonalits·oegin" with "the same sound. Say the words 
below softly t~"Xourself. • 
place glass !;tep 
plant glue stamp 
Directions: There are three words in each line. 
Two of them begin with the same sound. Say the 
words to yourself. Write the two letters that make 
the same sound at the beginning of the two words. 
25. guide, glide, globe 
26. study, stove, shove 
27. crown, cloud, clown 
28. play, pay, plate · 
29. flat, flight, :fight 
30. gloomy, given, glacier 
31. blue'" boil, blew 
32. plain, plan, pain 
33. storm, stop, slope 
Copyright 1958 in the SRA Reading Laboratory ?Y 
Science Research Associates,Inc., 259 East Er1e 
Street, Chicago 11, Illinois. Reprinted for research 
purposes only. 
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NO COWBOYS ALLOWED 
I Tony drives a big red truck with a long trailer. 
He zoqms over the h!ghways for hundreds of 
miles. He creeps through cities where there..'s 
lots of traffic. He backs up little narrow alleys 
and slides the long trailer into a parking space 
with no trouble at all. Truckdriving is Tony's 
everyday job, and he's good at it, too. 
2 But once a year Tony drives a huge trailer 
truck just for fun. He gets behind the wheel 
3 
By CAMPBELL TATHAM 
and helps put on a show of the very best driv-
Ing in the whole country. 
~ 
The show is called the National Truck 
Roadeo. It's something like a cowboy rodeo, 
because the men enter contests to prove how 
skillful they are. They win championships and 
prizes. But there's one big difference between 
a roadeo and a rodeo. No "cowboy" ever won 
a truck-driving contest. 
31 
[ 
4 A "cowboy'; to a truck driver is a man who 
goes too fast ~d bumps into things and ac,~ 
as if his truck were a bucking bronc. At· the 
Truck Roadeo, a "cowboy" wouldn't have a 
clianc~L __....' 
s The Roadeo rules say that Tony can't enter 
the contests if he's had an accident during the 
year before he· enters. He can't. even have an 
accident that wasn't his fault. 
6- There are many things that a careful driver 
checks on his truck before he goes out on the 
road. Just to n;take sure that Tony is .careful, 
the judges give him a tricky test· be_fgre he 
takes part in the driving show. They ask him 
to inspect a truck to see if it is ready to go on 
the road. The truck looks all right, but there 
is really something wrong with it. One of the 
judges has made sure of that. If he can't :tlnd: 
what's ~rong, he's "out" before the cqntest 
begins! · 
7 Now Tony is ready to show his skill at 
driving. He goes to a place on the Roadeo field 
where a lot of different trucks are lined up~ 
Some of them are straight trucks; some are 
semitrailers; and· some are full trailers. 
8 Tony chooses a semitrailer because that's 
the kind h~ is used to driving. He climbs~i.i1to 
the cab, warms up tl,!e engine, and rolls over 
to the starting point in front of the, grand-
stand. Ahead of him are three barrels stand-
ing in a row. Tony has to weave in and out 
among those barrels, without bumping them 
or knocking them down. 
9 That's not all. First. he has to do this stunt 
·backing up. Then he does it going forward. 
He must do it ever so smoothly because the 
judges subtract points fr_o~ his score if his 
driviD.g is jerky. But he can't take it slowly. 
The driver who ·finishes the Roadeo perfectly 
in the shortest time wins the most points. 
10 - In this part of the Roadeo the trucks wiggle 
around barrel~ in a snaky path. The way Tony 
goes, you'd think it was very simple and easy. 
Brit remember that he's swooping in and out 
with a truck that's fifty feet long! · 
11 In another place walls have been set up. 
Tony has to make believe that he is driving 
down an alley that is a little rough. He has to 
zip throu&h this make-believe alley as fast as 
he can without scraping the walls. 
12 Next he must prove that he can drive in a 
verj, very straight line. For this test, two rows 
of tennis balls have been set up with just 
enough room for the right wheels of Tony's 
truck to go through. Touch one tennis ball and 
you're through. 
13 At last he rolls on and pulls to a stop. 
Where? At the finish line! Yes, right at the 
finish line. Tne rules say he can't stop an inch 
beyond it, nor more than two feet behind it. 
14 Then Tony hears a sound that is music to 
his ears-the finishing signal. He h~as won the 
contest. He is not a "cowboy"-he is a Roadeo 
champ! 
Adapted from The First Book of Trucks by Campbell Tatham, copy. 
right 1952, Franklin Watt.r, Inc., by ue-:mis.rion. 
® 1958, by Scl~nc= Research A.ssociates, Jnc. All rights rcseMied undel' 
International Copyright Union. Printed in United States of America. 
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. HOW WELL DID YOU READ? 
What did the writer say? 
1. When a man enters the National Truck 
Roadeo, he tries to prove 
A) his- skill 
B) how fast he can drive 
·C) Jiow reckless he can be 
2. If a truck driver has an accident during the 
year, he may 
A) enter the contest 
B) enter the contest if it wasn't his fault 
C)" not enter the contest 
What do you think? 
3. Winning a Roadeo is 
A) very easy 
B) very difficult 
C) rather· easy 
4. At a Roadeo, a "cowboy" is 
A) very welcome 
B) not wanted 
C) treated kindly 
Read between the lines 
5. To a truck driver, the Roadeo is 
A) a very im(lortant event 
B) just a funny show 
C) an everyday event 
6. To !in a Roadeo, a truck driver must be 
A) very good 
B) just average 
C) just brave 
7. The title for this story could have been 
A) The Rodeo 
B) The-cowboy Race 
C) The Roadeo 
LEARN ABOUT WORDS 
A. Often you can tell the meaning of a word from 
other words around it. We call this "getting mean-
ing from the context." .• 
Directions: Find words in the story which mean: 
l. speeds along (1) 
2. main roads ( 1) 
3. very large (2) 
4. take away (9). 
5. noise ·(14)_ 
B- Often a word has more than one meaning, de-
pending on how it is used_ 
EXAMPLE: The word let may mean 
A) a number of 
B). a fortune; fate 
C) a p~ece of land. 
Look at paragraph 7. You will .see that lot has 
the A) meaning. 
·Directions: Now look at each boldfaca word. 
Read the three meanings (A, B, and C). Then look 
back to the right paragraph. Decide which mean-
ing fits the way the word is used in the story. 
Write the letter that stands before the meaning you 
choose. 
~· kind (8) 
A) gentle 
B) sort; t}'J,le 
C) a natural gro1;1p; race 
7. feet {10) 
A) measure of length 
.B) parts into which lines of poetry are 
divided 
C) end parts of the leg 
r 
8. rolls (8) 
A) loud, deep sounds 
B) kind of bread 
C) moves; drives 
9. rough (11) 
A) not gentle 
B) not smooth; uneven 
C) unpolished 
10. truck (12) 
A) small things of little value 
B) heavy wagon 9r automobile 
C) carry 
11. sure (6) 
A) certain 
B) depenpable 
C) bound to happen 
C. In many words, when two consonants come to-
gether, you do not sound each one. You join them 
to make a new sound. Say these beginning sounds 
to yourself. 
br fr tr cr gr dr 
Directions: Say each word softly to yourself. Write 
the word. Draw a circle around the consonants 
that are joined to make one sound. 
EXAMPLE:.~own @urn 
12. driving 18. crayon 
13. grand 19. trailer 
14. front 20. brake 
15. broom 21. drop 
16. trouble 22. truck 
17. cream 23. frog 
D. Most words that begin with the same consonants 
begin with the same sound. Say the words below 
softly to- yourself. 
swim 
swift 
space 
spin 
scare 
scamp 
Directions: There are three words in each line. 
Two of them begin with the same sound. Say the 
words to yourself. Write the two letters that make 
the same sound at the beginning of the two words. 
24. twenty, tent, twelve 
25. queen, quarter, such 
26. spot, spoon, stumble 
27. sweet, sweep, twin 
28. dump, dwell, dwarf 
29. school, safe, scold 
30. snake, smile, smoke 
31. quack, rust, quart 
32. swing, song, swung 
33. shell, smell, smart 
Copyright 1958 in the SRA Reading Laboratory by Science 
ResEarch Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street, Chicago 
11, Illinois •. Reprinted for research p~ITposes only. 
THE RUN OF THE SPEAR 
1 "Go! Go away!" 
2 Colter,. a pioneer, knew ~at the chief 
wanted him away from the group of Indians 
and for that reason had ordered him to g~. 
The chief wanted Colter where he would be a 
good target. It seemed that death was certain -
if he obeyed .. Death also seemed cer~ain if he 
angered the_ Indians by disobeying. So when 
the chief spoke a second time, the white man 
started to walk away. 
3 
4 
By DESSA M .. FULTZ 
"Faster, faster, faster!" shouted an old 
Indian. . 
-But Colter did not move any faster. He 
just kept walking. In fact, he, walked slowly 
for some distance. Nothing happened. He 
looked back. What he saw made his eyes pop. 
The young Indians were throwing off ·their 
blankets and handing their weapons to some 
of the older men· to hold. Suddenly,.. Colter 
knew what it all meant. It was the run of the 
32 
spear! He was to be given ~ chance to run for 
his life. If he won, he would be free. Freedom 
would be his reward. If he lost . . . He 
wouldn't lose; he couldn't lose. Now the young 
braves started for him. Driv~n by P,ope, he 
started· his race for life. 
5 He was a very good runner, but never be-
fore had he run as he ran now. The fork of 
the river was five miles away. If he could 
reach it, he would be safe. The "thought helped 
him. He started, his swift feet fairly skimming 
over the ground. 
6 On and on he went while the yells and war 
whoops behind him grew fainter. By the tiine 
he was halfway to his goal, he had outrun all 
but one of the Indians. By this time his 
strength began to fail. Blood gushed from his 
nose. He knew he could not stand it much 
longer. 
7 He looked back over his shoulder. The one 
Indian in sight was a husky young buck. He 
was running swiftly and easily~ a spear in his 
right hand. Colter's heart sank. As soon as 
his enemy was close enough to throw the 
spear, the race would be ended. 
8 Seeing that p.e could not outrun the young 
Indian, the· white man thought fast. Suddenly, 
he stopped running and turned to face the 
still-running red man, calling to him in Indian 
language and begging for mercy. 
9 If the Indian understood, he gave no sign 
of understanding. He came on until he was 
close to Colter. Grasping his spear firmly with 
both hands, he threw jt. Luckily for Colt€r, 
the Indian lost his balance when he made the 
sudden leap. He fell to the ground as Colter, 
dodging the spear, grabbed it near the iron 
head, which broke off in his hand. 
10 Now it was the turn of the young Indian 
to beg for life. The pioneer was forced to do 
what he hated to do. Even though the young 
Indian could no longer follow, Colter found 
there was no time to waste. He could hear the 
cries of his enemies whom lie had outrun. He 
stopped only for a second and was off again. 
11 Again Colter was running for his life. The 
Indians were close. He could hear the sound 
of their cries in his ears. Again, he suddenly 
felt his strength fail. Just when it seemed to 
him he could not run a foot farther, he came 
to the river. 
12 The river was fringed with willow trees. 
Colter dashed through them and slid down the 
bank. Then he laughed even though he was 
ready to fall. He was very weak, but his luck 
had not deserted him. For there before him 
was a beaver's house. 
13 Colter dived into the river and swam through 
the opening into the lower part of the house. 
He then climbed into the upper part of the 
beaver house which rose ten feet above the 
water. It was dry, warm, and large enough so 
he could stretch 'out. He could hear the angry 
voices of the Indians, but they found no trace 
of him. 
Reprimed and adapted by permission from John Colter's Race for Life, 
by Dessa M. Full:; copyrightl941 by STORY PARADE, lNC. 
© 1958, by Science Research Associates. Inc. All rights reserved Utider 
InternaJfonal Copyright Union. Printed in United States of America. 
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HOW WELL DID YOU READ? 
What .did the writer say? 
1. Colter was 
A) an Indian 
B) a pioneer 
C) an Indian Chief 
2. Near the end, Colter was 
A} very weak from running 
B) still very strong 
C) ready for another race 
Read between the lines 
3. When the Indians gave him a chance for his 
life, Colter 
A) was disappointed 
B) had expected them to do it 
C) was surprised 
4. Colter was 
A) a fast runner 
B) a slow runner 
C) an average runner 
Follow the time order 
5. Which happened first in the story? 
A) Colter hid in the qeaver house. 
B) The Jndians gave Colter a chance. 
C) Colter stopped and faced the Indian. 
Can you draw the right conclusions? 
6. Colter stopped running and faced the Indian 
because he knew 
A) he had already outrun the Indian 
B) he could not outrun the Indian 
C) he was safe and free 
7. When the Indians had tracked Colter to the 
edge of the river but could not find him, they 
probably thought he 
A) was still running 
B) had drowned 
C) had turned into a beaver 
LEARN ABOUT WORDS 
A. Often you can tell the meaning of a word from 
other words around it. We call this "getting mean-
ing from the cor~text." 
Directions: Find words in the story which mean: 
t. person at the head; leader (2) 
2. an early settler (2) 
3. weaker; dimmer (6) 
4. strong; powerful (7) 
., 5. not old (8) 
B. When you know the meaning of a word and 
know its first letter, you can often tell what the 
word is. 
Directions: Read the meaning, then look at the first 
letter in each line of the puzzle .. When you think 
you know what the word is, tum to the right para-
graph in the story and find it. Then write the word. 
6. sure; having 
no doubts 
7. a number less 
than tWo 
8. glanced 
9. large woody 
plants 
1 0. organs of hearin 
11. stream of water 
c 
c 
L 
T 
!E 
R 
I I 
I . 
' 
(2) 
(6) 
(4) 
(12) 
(11) 
(11) 
12. Looking down the first row of the puzzle, 
you will find the pioneer's name. Write his 
name. 
C. A syllabie is a part of a word that makes a.-... 
sound all its own. Say these words the way they 
are divided. Do you hear the separate sound of 
each part? 
bas ket sil ver a go lit tie 
A syllable always has at least one vowel. . . 
"Direetions: Write each word. Say the word to your-
self. Draw a line between each syllable. 
EXAMPLE: letjter 
13. uplift 
14. runner 
15. telephone 
16. excite 
17. even 
18. happen 
19. under 
D. When a prefix is added at the beginning of a 
word, it is a separate syllable. 
EXAMPLE: unlike = un +like 
replace = re + place 
Directions: Write each word. Say the word to your-
self. Look at the pre.fL'I:. Draw a line between the 
prefix and the word to which it has been added. 
20. reread 22. unfit 
21. depart 23. unkind 
24. distrust 26. dislike 
25. return 27. incorrect 
E. Most words that begin with the same consonants 
begin with the same sound. Say these words softly 
to yourself. 
sprain 
spray 
stream 
street 
Directions: Choose the word in. Column II that 
begins with the same consonants and the same 
sound as each word in Column I. Write the word. 
I II 
28. screen stress 
29., splash throat 
30. strike squash 
31.'. three spread 
32. squeeze screw 
33. spring splinter 
Copyright 1958 in the SRA Reading Labo~~tory by Sci~nce 
Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Er1e Street, Ch1cagq 
11, Illinois. Repri~ted for research purposes only. 1 
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When Chiistnias Went· Outdoors 
1 It was Christmas time about forty years ago. : 
In De~ver, ten-year-old Davi~ ·Jonathan 
Sturgeon lay in bed sick. His father wanted 
_ to cheer ,him~ so he put lights on a small 
. Christmas tree in the boy's sickroom. 
·2 Young David loved the Christmas tree-
with lights. But every day he looked out of 
his bedroom window at an .evergreen ·tree 
By .JOHN L. GRAYSON 
.· . 
' . 
1 f growing fu.. ·the front yard~ "Oh,. Father, · 
· please put some lights on that f:ree, too:~ he 
begged. ''It wouiq. look wonderful.'" 
3 "Well~ w?y not'?"" thought Mr. Sturgeon. 
So he w~nt to his electrical shop and. made . 
a string of colored lights. The very next 
night, David had his outdoor Christmas tree! 
He lay there smiling as he watched the 
33 
lights shine against a white blanket of snow. 
.J 
4 The tree was the..: talk of the town. In 
horse-pulled carriages, .. ~p.d chugging automo-
biles, people came from miles around. They 
drove slowly past the Sturgeon ~:home. They 
looked with bright eyes at the tree. The peo-
ple of Denver believe this was the first lighted, 10 
living Christmas tree ever seen in the land! 
s The next Christmas little David was dead. 
Neighbors thought of the year before. They had 
seen and loved the boy's tree, so they put 11 
lights on the trees in their own yards and 
gardens. They turned their part of town into a 
glittering fairyland. 
6 Eight years later, in San Francisco, another 
little boy was sick at Christmas time. The boy 12 
couldn't see the family tree. So a neighbor, 
Clarence F. "Sandy" Pratt, painted some full-
sized. light globes. He put them on a wire 
around an evergreen tree in his front yard·. 
across the street. 
· 7 Many people came to see the tree. Before 
New Year's Eve, this sick boy was well again. 
8 This made Sandy Pratt so happy he made 
<• • 
up his mind to do one thing. He'd spend the · 13 
rest of his life trying to get others not only to 
light" living trees but to plant ~m. He started 
fhe Outdoor Christmas Tree Association of 
.California. He began sending two-year-old" red-
wood seedlings to"' anyone who would take 
care of them and light them at Ch~~as time. 
9 For twenty-five years, Sandy Pratt spread 
the news .of the living Christmas tree. He used 
the radio and the newspaper to tell people. 
He dug and shipped, for the cost of mailing 
only, redwood seedlings. These -seedlings, 
which grow along our western coast, were 
sent to people in nearly every citY of our 
country. They also were sent to soJdie~s in all 
parts of the world. 
Today, in city parks, along highways, and 
in front yards, you . can see -~ousands of 
lighted living trees. They rem.m'd- millions of 
people of that first Christmas under the stars. 
There is no city or town in the country 
without its Christmas Tree Lane. One county 
lights 25 miles of giant · redwoo~. Another 
county has a contest every year in which ~ 
''Forty Miles of Christmas Trees" are ~~ted. 
Until his death at the age of 75, Sandy 
Pratt could be found most. any day ~ith. his 
shovel, bucket~, and wet sacks. He coula be 
found digging, ·tagging, and il.umb~ng ;see4-
lings. He dug and shipped more than 14:ooo 
seedlings. Every year he received hundreds of 
letters from people telling how tlie4" trees were 
growing. Some of the trees had grown 40 feet 
high. He was very,. vecy.happy. 
Through the years, tile idea of lighting 
living trees has spread, house by house, block 
by block, town by town. All over the country, 
the outdoors has become a glittering fairyland. 
The wish of one dying boy and the way a 
neighbor had of bringing cheer to;;. another sick 
boy, have brought happiness and cheer to 
many at_ Christmas time. 
Reprinted from Coroner. December,19S3. Copyright © 19S3 by Esquirl!, 
Inc~ 
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: · .. -· ~PW WELL DlD YOU READ? 
Did you get the author's purpose? 
1. This story is about 
A) David's sickness 
B) how the outdoor lighting of Christmas 
trees started 
C) Sandy Pratt's sick friend 
..... 
- 'Did you get the details? 
2~ This story makes ~t clear that the outdoor 
lighting of Christmas trees was st~ed be-
cause 
A) people wanted to m~e money selling 
lights . : ... , . 
B) people wanted to make money seiling 
trees 
C) two different people wanted t<;> cheer 
someone 
3. To help spread the idea, Sandy Pratt sent 
redwood seedlings to anyone who would plant 
them 
A) for the cost of mailing only 
B) in their1back yards 
C) for twenty-five cents each 
. 
4. For twenty..fiv~ ye\'lfS, the news of the living 
Christmas tree was. spread by 
A) David Jonalliin Sturgeon 
B) Sandy Pratt · 
· C) Mr. Sturgeon 
0 
What do you think? 
.. 
5. How do you think Sandy Pratt's sick friend 
felt about the lighted tree? 
,A) happy 
B) sad 
C) didn't= 
Read between the lines 
6. When Mr. Sturgeon's outdoor tree was lighted, 
people came to see it because they 
A) .hatl never seen a Christmas tree outdoors 
B) had nothing else to do 
C) bid been coming to see the tree for years 
7. From this story we learned that 
A) P-eople only do things when they know 
they are going to be paid for it 
B~ some people find great joy in cheering and 
helping someone else 
C) people are very selfish 
LEARN ABOUT WORDS 
A. Often you can tell the meaning of a wore. · 
other words around it. We call this.·"gettiL~ 
ing_from the context." 
Directions: Fin <;I words in the story v, hi ell mean: 
i. a person who lives near another (13) 
2. main roads (10). 
3. young trees (9) 
4. bags (12) , 
5. showy and very bright (5) 
6. up to the .time (12) 
B. Often a word has more than one meaning, de-
_pending on how it is used. · 
EXAMPLE~ T~e word lights may mean 
A) starts something burning 
,. B) lamps; bulbs 
C) ]Jecomes bright or clear 
Look at paragraph I. You will see that lights. has 
the B) meaning. 
Directions: Now look at each word in boldface 
type. Read' the 'three meanings (A, B, and C). 
Then look back to the right paragraph. Decide 
.. -
which meaning fits the way the word is used in 
the story. Write the letter that stands before the 
meaning you choose. " ... 
7. tagging (12) 
A) putting tags on 
B) touching 
C) following closely 
8. old (8) 
A) not young· •. 
B) a certain age 
C) a time of long ago 
9. block (13) 
A) a piece of wood : 
B) a number of things 
C) a space between streets in a town or city 
iO. way (13) 
A) a road 
B) method 
C) distance 
C. Every vowel has both a long sound and a short ! 
sound. Long vowels say their names. Short vowels 
never say their names. They have a special sound. 
Study the long and short vowel sounds at the bot-
tom of this page. • 
Directions: Write each word. Say the wprd softly 
to yourself. P1ace the long mark (-) over the 
long vowels imd the short mark (-) over the short 
vowels. If the vowel has no sound, cross it out, 
like this f. 
EXANIPLES: can 
H. block 17. -which 
12. tell 
13. high 
18. see 
19. ten 
,.-: .. 
14. that 20. drove 
15. tree 21. lights 
16. sacks 22. made 
23. on 
D. any+ one = anyone 
Anyone is a c:omp~um:i word. It is made by put-
ting two smaller words together. =~ · . 
Direciions: Write the two smaller words that~ake 
up each of the following compound wo.rds. __;:, • 
24. sickroom 
25. redwood 
26. highways 
27. without 
28. bedroom 
29. evergreen 
30. fairyland 
31. anothet· , 
32. newspaper 
S3. outdoor 
Copyright-1958 in the SRA Reading ~aporatory by Science 
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The Vowels 
Long Vowel Sounds ·· 
· Short Vowel Sounds 
a 
ape 
apple 
e 
_ e_ggle 
elephant 
ice 
in diem 
0 
open 
ox 
u 
Onllt>l:'ln. 
umbrella 
7 .... ~ 
. 
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Whirly to the Rescue / 
. . . / 
I The helicopter, which -cannot reach the for-. 
ward-flight ~peed of the. airp~ane, can do what 
the airplane cannot. It can take off an_d land 
almost'IDlywhere. This makes it espe~ially use-
ful in rescue work. 
2 
3 
Take,. for example, the day Jimmy. burst 
through the open bam door, his eyes wide 
with fear~ · 
'~t's Greg Tayl?r! Htirry, hurr:rl" 
·"" 
By DOROTHY A. WHITCOMB 
4 Jimmy, his breath coming fast, finally man-
aged to swallow and tell his father what had 
happened. "Greg went out on the river ice. 
He called me 'chickltn,' but I stayed on shore 
because the ic~· Iooked·very thin. Just when 
Greg was gojng to start back, the ice broke 
between him and the shore. "We've got to 
help him. He's drifting downstream toward 
Canyon Falls on some floating ice!" 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Mr. Carter went into action_immediately. 
"You get that long rope from up in the l~ft, 
Jimmy," he directeu. "I'll get blankets and 
get Whirly warmed up." 
Whirly was Mr. Carter's· heli~opter which 13 
he used during the summer to dust the crops. 
Greg looking up at them. When Mr. Carter 
was as close . as he dared to go, he hovered 
over Greg and opened the door of the plastic 
cabin. 
"I'm going to drop you a rope, Greg,'~ he 
shouted. "Grab the loop and hang on tightly. 
I'll lift you over to shore," If his father w~re planning to use it now, he 
must have something special in mind. Jimmy 
wondered what it was and what he was going 
to do with the rope. 
14 • Jimmy frowned and asked,-"What if he's 
too weak to hold on?" · ·- . 
15 
By the time Jimmy arrived outside the bam 
with the rope, his father was already at 
Whirly's controls. Jimmy climbed into the 16 
plastic bubble, which was the cabin, and sa,t 
down next to his father. 
Mr. Carter asked for the rope. Jin).my 
watched with interest as his father made a 
loop in one end of the rope and tied the other 17 
end fast to the side ~f the helicopter. Then 
Mr. Carter touched the controls, and Whirly_: 
suddenly lifted into the air and turned in· the · 
direction of Loon River. · 
"There he is!" Jimmy shouted as soon as 18 
they had cleared the tops of the trees. They 
could see below them a small dark blob on a 
·jagged, white· surface, which seemed to be 
moving slowly down Loon River. 
Ahead of Greg at a short distance was 
Canyon Falls. Here the water ·rushed over 
i> jagged rocks in a fieafening 'roar, crashing in 19 
a froth of white water twenty feet b~low. 20 
Frightened, Jimmy shouted, "We've got to 
hurry! We've got to hurry!" . 21 
Now Whirly descended, and they could see 
Mr. Carter took a deep breath. "He· just 
has to hang on, Jimmy. It would take too long 
to land Whirly and pull Greg into &,hore." 
Jimmy could see what his father meant. 
The piece of ice that Greg lay on was danger-
ously close to Canyon Falls now. J~y c.oufd 
see the terror in Greg's face. He sa-& Greg 
·' . 
reach out for the rope. 
Jimmy closed his eyes. When ~ ·felt the 
helicopter rise, he opened one eye ~md _{?eered 
out between his fin$ers. Greg was there, 
dangling at the end of the rope like a puppet 
on a string. 
In a few seconds that seemed like hours to 
Jimmy, Mr. Carter had carefully set Greg 
down on shore and shouted to him to let go of 
the rope. Then Jimmy's father set the heli-
copter down lightly in a clearing a short dis-
tance away. Jimmy rushed over to where Greg 
lay· on the ground. 
"Are you OK, Greg?" Jimmy;; asked. 
"I-1 guess so, Jimmy. But I'm s-s-so cold." 
Greg's teeth were chattering. 
Then Mr. Carter came up, bringing tl;le 
blankets. He bundled Greg up and carried 
I 
h!m· o.ver to Whirly. With Greg safe between 
them, the ·helicopter took to the air. 
22 "That was a wild ride you· had, Greg," 
23 
said Mr. Carter. 
"Sure was, Mr. Carter, but I was never so 
HOW WELL DID YOU READ? 
What did the writer say? 
1. A helicopter is very ,useful 
A) for long flights 
B) for rescue work 
C) for ocean travel 
2. The cabin of the helicopter was made of 
A) rope 
B) ice 
C) plastic 
Read between -the lines 
3. As Greg floated toward the Falls, he was 
probably sure 
A) that his end was near 
B) it would be fun jumping 
' ' C) he would ~e famous after the rescue 
4. Jimmy was Greg'.s 
A) brother 
B) friend 
C) enemy 
Can you~see why? 
5. Mr. Carter bought ~rly 
A) to dust his crops 
B) to do rescue work 
C) for pleasure 
happy to go along with old Whi~ly-even if 
I did have to ride on the outside."· 
Adapted from "WIJirly" by Dorothy A. Whitcomb. By permission of the 
aut/tor and· !{lghtlghts for Children, Columbus; 0/tlo. 
® 1958, by Sci~nce R~search Associates, Inc. All rights reserved under 
International Copyright Union. Printed in United States ol America. 
6. When Qreg reached for the rope, Jimmy 
closed his eyes because 
A) he was afraid Greg would miss the rope 
B) he was so happy Greg was alive 
C) he didn't trust his father 
Can you draw the right conclusion? 
7. Greg's rescue 
A) could not have been done fast enough 
without Whirly 
B) could have been ~one faster without 
Whirly 
C) could have been done better with an air-
plane 
LEARN ABOUT WORDS 
A. Often you can tell the meaning of a word 
· from other words around it. We call this "getting 
meaning from the context." 
. Directions: find words in the story which mean: 
.. ,, 
1. not shut (2) 
2. not thick ( 4) 
3. a season of the year (6) 
4. afraid; scared ( 11) 
S. near (12) 
I 
B. fihen you kn.ow the meaning of a word and its 
first letter, you can often tell what the word is. 
Di~ections: Read the meaning:· the:g look at the 
firh letter in each line of the puzzle. When you 
thihk you know what the word is; tum to the 
right paragraph in the story and futd it. Tpen 
wtr\te the word. . 
I I' 'd f . . 6. tqut ound m· (1 0) 
1/ streams l mov~ quickly 
w 
I 
8. frozen water 
II r loud, .deep sound 
10. raise up 
1 ~ • a pronoun, both 
singular and plural 
:H 
I 
R 
' 
L 
y 
-
(11) 
. (4) 
(10) 
-
' 
(I :f) 
(5) 
1r. Loo~ing down the first row of the puzzle, 
you will find the name of the helicopter that : 
was used to rescue Greg. Write its name~ 
C. buy...,....by 
II four-for 
'Jrlords that sound alike but have different spell-
ings and meanings are called homonyms. 
Directions: Some of the pairs of words are homo-
nyms; some are not. If the words are homonyms 
write "yes"; if the words are not homonyms write 
"no." 
13 .. blue-blew 
14. there-here 
15. eight-ate 
16. too-two 
17. paw-feet 
18. by-buy 
19. tail-head 
20. won-lost 
- ~~- see-sea . 
22. rode--road 
D. In many words, when two consonants come 
t<;>gether you do not sound each one. You_ join 
the two consonants to make a new sound; 
'. EXAMPLE: wh, ph, sh, ch, tit,. gh 
Directions: Write each word. Say the word to 
yourself. Draw a circle around the ~onsonants 
that are joined to make a new sound. • 
@at @op 
23. rough 2,9. photo· 
24. rich 30. charm 
25. this 31. while 
26. shoot 32. cough 
27. telephone 33. with 
28. where 
Copyright 1958 in the SRA Reading La~oratory by Science 
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A NATURAL RADAR SYSTEM 
I Take a cane or long stick. Close your eyes 
and walk ahead. Tap' the cane in front of you 
as you move. Can you "read" your taps? 
Blind people can. 
2. The blind have used this way of finding 
things in their path for hundreds of years. 
The sound-echoes bring "news" to them of the 
By MARION B. CARR 
'tllings nearby. Their canes are their "radar" 
instruments. 
3 Today we use radar instruments- in many 
ways. Because these instruments work as well 
in fog Jmd bad weather as they do in good 
weather, they are a great help- in air travel. 
4 In the world of nature there is a mammal 
i- .. . _;:::::;p: ... _ 
l I • ~~ j -r.,...-....-~--., _.,. 
~· .. =~~?~~~-L-~~n-l"rt..f..,.~#C\.l~"""'"l'JI.<tlli.•~: .. Pf:lUl....,..M-,~~oJorf'!-...,.r 
-~--- l 
.. 4~~·! ... ~1-tvt· ~~-..s--r"':!"~-, .... _.,. 
f ~ .. ~. ;, ; { 
l . } ' ~ ·: ; .· f: 
5 
that finds objects in the same way. It is the 10 
,, . 
bat, the only mammal able to fly. It flies about 
in th~ darkness of the night, and its flight is 
fast. ~f it weren't for its ra~~r, it_ would bump 11 
int? //things as it darts . and swoops through 
blac!C caves and dark forests. . 
A//bat makes a number of sounds as it flies 
about. Its cries are so high in range that they 
-canJbt be heard by the human ear. When 12 
thes~ sound waves hit an object, they bounce 
hac~ to the bat's ears as warning signals. He 
uses// these signals as guides in his flying. 
6 F0/i r a¥es, bats have been able to fly through 
the !inky blackness of winding caves. It has 
amJ:ed everyone who has studied them. Peo-
7 
ple J'rond~red if the animals depended upon 
their sight. Could bats see that well in the 
dar~? Everyone knows the old saying "blind 13 
as ~ bat," but it is not true. Bats have very 
1111 .t . h • exce en eye stg t. · : 
About one hundred and siXty years ago an 
II 
Italian scientist tried an experiment with bats. 
Of course, the mystery of a bat's flight was 
not easily solved. It continued to be an inter-
esting study for many years. 
Bats were found to have a very keen hear-
ing, especially for high-pitched sounds. Very 
special jnstruments were used that picked up 
the many strange sounds bats made while 
flying. 
Finally, an experiment that ended all guess-
ing was made. A hanging screen of metal 
wires was set up in a soundproof room. The 
wires were placed about a foot apart. Some 
bats were blinded f9r the test. Some normal 
bats were also used for the test. They were 
all put in the room and f01:ced to fly~thiough 
the metal screen. All of the bats, blinded or 
normal, passed the test with flying c.olors. 
More exp~riments were made, .B~fi;.ytere 
gagged so they could utter' no sol.ind. 'Others 
" had their ears plugged so they could hear no 
sound. The result was the same; all were 
afraid to _fly. When forced to ffy'they did so 
slowly. They seemed to be uncertain of them- C 
selves and bumped into the wires. They hit 
the walls again and again. They seemed un-
He /1 blinded a few and then fre~d them. 
Nothmg unusual happened. The bats flew 
aro1~nd just as surely and safely as always. I . 
8 ~everal years later anothet man tned an 
ex~friment with their hearing. He plugged the 
ears of some bats and then let them go. He 
fodhd they h~ trouble flying. Could his 
- able to get about sl,lf~ly. Not until their hear-
9 
d• II ythi ? 1scovery mean an ng. 
ts time passed scientists came to believe 
bafs had speci~l senses in the skin of their 
wiAgs which helped them to fly in the darkness 
without bumping into things. · 
ing and their ':'oices were given back to them 
did they fly as usual. Without their own radar 
system they proved themselves to be nearly 
. -
helpless. 
Adapted from " 'NewJ' from Signalf-Bal 'Radar' " by Marlon B. Carr, 
1unior Natur,il History Magazine, February 19S8. Reprinted by per-
mission. 
~l9S8, by Science Research Associates, Inc. All rights reserved under 
lnlemational Copyright Umo11. Printed ,in United Statu of America. 
HOW WELL DID YOU READ? 
What did the writer say? 
1. We cannot hear the sounqs made by a bat be-
cause the sounds are pitched 
A) too low 
B) too high 
·c) too faint 
.. • 
2. Without its radar system, the-bat would fly 
A) very slowly 
B) faster than it does now 
C) higher than it does now 
Can you draw the right conclusion? 
: ~. c 
S. If w~ had a radar system like the bat, we 
might 
A) alw~y 'e in trouble 
B) h:lVe fewer accidents 
C) be abl_e to fly 
4. The oli:I saying "blind as a bat" makes you 
believe that people of long ago 
A) knew a bat could see well 
B) had never seen a bat 
C) knew little ab.out bats 
Can ycu tell a fact from an opinion? 
Facts aTe deeds, events, or things known to be 
actual truths. 
Opinions are notions or beliefs that one suppO'ses 
to be true. 
Directions: Read the 'following statements. Write 
the word Fact for the statement if it is definitely 
known to be true. Write the letters Opin if the 
statement ~s an opinion rather than a fact 
5. Bats can fly in a dark cave. 
6. S.cientists would have developed a radar sys-
tem even if they had not studied the flying 
habits of the bat. 
7. The pat ~s the only mammal able to truly fly. 
LEARN ABOUT WORDS 
A. Often you can tell the meaning of a word from 
other-words around it. We· call this "getting mean-
ing from the context." 
Directions: Find words in the story which mean; 
1. shut (I} 
2. unable to see (I) 
3. not common; remarkable (7) 
4. some (7) 
5. every one (I3) 
B. Often a word has more than one meaning, de-
pending on Iiow it is used. ' 
EXAMPLE: The word wings may mean 
A) part of a bird 
B) part of an airplane 
C) side room in a theater 
Look at paragraph 9. You will see that wings 
· has the A) meaning. 
' Directions: Now look at each boldface word. Read 
the three meanings (A, B, and C). Then look 
back to the right paragraph. Decide which mean-. 
ing fits the way the word is used in the story. 
· Write the letter that stands before th~ meaning 
you choose. 
I 
6. stick (I) 
A) stab 
B) narrow piece of wood 
C) keep close 
7. fop ·(1) 
~) knock or rap lightly 
B) break into 
II 
8) a faucet 
8. iay (2) 
J.\) direction 
ll 
B) means; method ,, 
C) road 
II 
9. bat (4) 
J.\) small furry animal 
B) a club ,, 
C) a sharp blow or slap 
II 
10. fast (4)o 
~) eat very little 
B) soundly; deeply r> swift; rapid 
11. ~kin (9) 
!k.) hide of an animal 
.. _ ....... ~ .. 
,. ' 
B) peel of a fruit " 
t!) tissue that covers man's body 
II . 
12. !foot (.12) 
tk) run or walk -~ 
~) twelve incbes 
' 
C) end pait of a leg 
<:. ri many words two consonants come ·~ogether 
to tiiake one sound. This is called a consonant 
bien~. Say these blends softly to yourself. 
II ' dr nt sw pr rt . 
Directiohs: One word in each. sentence needs one 
of ille above consonant blends. Read 'the sentence 
:firstl~hin~ what the word is. Write the word, put-
ting in the right consonant blend. 
XAMPLE: Susan is _oud of her new dress. 
• / . The word is proud. ' ' 
13. !He we __ to the movie. 
14. ~lease _aw a picture for me.· 
. ,. 
' . 
16. The girl was se __ to the store. 1 
17. John won first ___ize. 
18. Which pa__ would you like? 
19. The flower smelled __ eet. 
D. Most words that begin with the same con-
sonan~s begin with the same sound. Say the words 
below softly to yourself. 
clhnb 
cfamp 
flow 
flock 
black 
'··- blue 
Directions: There are three words in each line. 
Two of them begin with the aame sound: Say the 
words to yourself. Write the one word that begins 
with a different sound. 
20. bloom, blew, brown 
21. flag, fright, flight 
22. crab, clown, club 
23. ~tage, stable, scare 
24. plan, pride, plum ,\ 
25. glider, glove, grove 
E. Now you know that most words tha~be~:mth 
the same consonants begin with the same sound. 
Say the words below softly to yourself. 
shot 
sheet 
clock 
cling 
stop 
steep 
Directions: Look at each word in Column I. Say it 
wWY to yourself. Then look in Column IT and find 
a word that begins with the same consonants and 
the same sound. Write the word. 
I 
26. should 
27. play 
28 • .trap 
29. state 
30. closet 
31. small 
32. ,gloomy 
33. blot 
n 
glass 
smart 
steam 
plenty 
shap.e 
travel 
blanket 
clay 15. re ne~ ~g :s red. . . 
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The . .Indian Whiz 
1 The mighty Indian was a whiz at more things 
than you can say in one breath. At one time 
or another he won trophies in running, jumF-
itig, football, swimming, shooting, skating, 
baseball, tennis, hockey, track, lacrosse, shot-
putting, and pole vaulting: 
z Most baseball and football players just take 
it easy or work at: some job between seasons. 
By JACK C. DAWSON 
. But not Jim Thorpe. The off-season was a· 
• ' "'time for him to pi::y anbther sport • .' 
3 Jim. Thorpe was called "the greatest athlete 
in the worl<f' by the King of Sweden. He was 
called this when he went to-Stockholm· to take 
part in the Olympic G~es. At these games he 
surprised everyone: by becoming first in J:Ustory 
to win both a pentathlon and a decathlon; two 
36 
of t~e ohM 11\'00~. He was the hero of 1912. · 
4 Jif l'!wrp~ did not keep his Olympic 'l'itl~1;, In l ~ 13 it became known that he once 
ha.ct.// pla.y~d bfi5gball professionally. This dis- 8 
qualitii'K! him rbt the Olympics. He- had played 
pro/ baseb!lll at a summer resort for o~e sum-
melr 'flutt wa~ long enough to cost him the 
titlij a!lg 1wnor he. had won. But he was not 
-di~~~O!Jfftged. He told his friends that he h~d 
tne
1
r th(} Olympics j~st for fun. He was inter-
estT!d in seeing how his skill rated with the 
wofld'$ b@'st. . 
• 
5 fft~J ifie Olympic Games he went back to 
Cafllisi§ University where he became the track 
teaf! Whenever his team entered a meet with 
La/f/aye!w.,-1ndian Jim was sent into the battle. '9 
At on~ tfack meet, he took eight of the eleven 
evefts. . 
6 ~im TJr~Ype is rated as one of the greatest 
fo0tbaU ]/layers of all -times. He first played : 
fon/
1
/! Car:lii§l~ University. He was so ·outstan~ing · 
ras a fo~1!b>all' player that he became a hero of 10 
.fo0tball !fans throughout the country. Of 
c9frse, h~ also pu~ his University tea~ on the 
map. SpO.Ji.ii> writers and reporters had much 
to// r~port W _their fans about the University 
and Its sta..-r faotball player. 
7 /!After .fmifu..ihg scho~l at. the Univeri;ity, 
Trorpe -p.l~ baseball for the New y~rk 
9fants, the ~~ifuiim~ti Reds, and the Boston 
Braves. He .c!Ui ve= well. As a fielder he was . II •J , 
o~e of the ·b~~-A's' a baserunner he· was con-
sitlered ,one &f ttlw- fastest that baseball has 
e
11 
er had. Bll.t JHfll was not satisfi~i:i!· Ife~ felt 
.. 
.. · 
his hitting wasn't up to par, so he left the 
baseball diamond. He left m 1919 to return 
to football with the Canton Bulldogs. 
When the National Football League was 
/ -
started in 1922, Thorpe put the Bulldogs on 
top. He kept them at the top the next season 
also. He was very important to the team. Some 
people dine to the games jUst to. ~~e him per-
form. Between halves, he put on his own 
special show. His favorite ~Stunt was to stand 
at the midfield stripe and kick a field goal 
over the north goal post, then turn around 
and slam one over the crossbar to the south. 
Through heavy winds· and blinding sno~s Jim 
performed this trick and never missed: · : -
In 1950 the Associated Press asked:AD:ter-
. ' . 
ican sports writers to select the greatest athlete 
of the first half of the 'twentieth century. 
Thorpe was not only picked as best footb1:tll 
player but he was also chosen as the mightiest · 
all-around athlete. 
Thorpe also had the honor of being one of 
the first members admitted to the Football 
Hall of Fame in 1951. The story of the life 
of this famous champion of thirteen sports 
was made into a motion picture, "Jim Thorpe, 
All-American." 
.c>-. .. 
Adapted by permission of Hart PubiisMng Company, Inc., 74 Fi!tk 
Avenue. New York 11, Ne~v YOrk. 
® 19S8, by Science Rest!arch Associates', Inc . .All rights reserved under 
International Copyright Union. Printed (n ·United States of Amerli:a. 
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· H;OW WELL DID ·y~:m READ? 
Did y~u get the fa~ts? 
1. In 1950 American sports writers picked Jim 
Thorp as the 
A) mightiest a11~round athlete 
B) best Indian athlete 
C) best college athlete 
2. Jim Thorpe is rated as one of the greatest 
"'' • A) football players of a1l times 
B) baseball players of all times_ 
C) hockey players <;>f all times 
3. Jim Thorpe left baseball because he thought 
he was 
A) disliked by the team _ · 
B) better than other players 
C) not hitting the way he should 
4. When Jim Thorpe wmi the Olympic Titles, he 
proved to himself that 
A) he needed p:J.ore practice 
B) his skill rated with the world's: best 
C) he would never be one of th~ world's best 
Did you see why? 
5. Jim Thorpe could not keep his Olympic Titles 
because 
A) he had taken pay for playing baseball one 
summer 
B) he was not •a professional player 
C) he wanted to b,e paid for playing 
Can you draw the right ~.:onclusion? 
6. Jim Thorpe was a great athlete because he 
A) was an Indian 
B) worked hard atit 
C) was a good base runner 
7. After playing football at Carlisle University, 
Jim 
A) began playing worse 
B) alsb worked as a reporter 
C) became an even greater player 
LEARN ABOUT WORpS 
A. Often you can tell the meaning of a word from 
other words around it. We call this "getting mean-
ing from the context." 
Directions:_ Find words in the story which mean: 
1. powerful; very strong (1) 
2. main; biggest (3) 
3. go back (7) 
4. not eYer; at no time (8) 
5. choose; pick (9) 
s. Wl:ien you know the meaning of a word and 
know its first letter, you can often tell what the 
word is. · 
Directions: Read the meaning, then look at the-first 
letter in each line of the puzzle. When you think 
you know what the word is, tum to the right para-
graph in the. story and find it. Then write the word. 
6. only J {4) 
7. in the form of I (10) 
8. moving M (10) 
9. special name T (4) 
10. glory; fame H; (4) 
0 
J r 
1 1. above; across (8) 
12. vacation place R (4) 
· 7 ~13. team member p ~ (6) 
14. five plus six E (~) 
15. Looking down the first row of the puzzl~, you 
will find the name of the Indian Whiz. Write 
his name. 
---- -------.,-----------
C. In many words when two consonants come to-
geth~r, you do not sound each one. You join them • 
to m1hlce a new sound. 
II . 
Ef:"MPLE: br fr f~ cr_ gr dr · 
Direchons: Read each sentence. Unaer each sen-
tenc~ are two words. Write the word that will make 
II 
the stntence correct. 
16. !Jim likes to eat-----
/ grapes, drapes 
17. fhe policeman is very • 
/ crave, brave 
18. he boy likes to play ____ _.. 
tricks, bricks 
19. Mary put the----- on the table. 
gray, tray 
20. The paby for an hour. 
pried, cried 
21. Jim's friend a glass of milk. 
drank, frank 
22. The man wanted to the meat. 
fry, cry 
23. The Indian Whiz many sports. 
cried, tried 
D. Most wo~ds that begin with the same conso- · 
nants begin with the same sound. Say these words 
softly to yourself. 
sm 
small 
smell 
tw 
twin 
twice 
dw 
dwell 
dwarf 
Directions: There are three words• in each line. 
Two of the words begin with the same souncL Say 
the words to yourself. Write the two. consonants 
that make the same sound at the beginning of 
these two words. 
24. twenty, twig, tumble 
25. smile, snap, smoke 
26. scale, scatter, shatter 
27. dwelling, dump, dwindle 
28. sport, spider, short 
29. swim, sway, sun 
3'0. shine, spike, spine 
:n. twinkle, twist, tumble 
32. dwarf, dare, dwell 
~3. shell, sheet. swell 
I!_, 
y. 
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UNC~E: SAM'S SMOKE JUMPERS 
1 "Where there's smoke, there's fire."· That's· 
what the smoke jumper believes. It may be 
only a little sinoke, but if it is in one of our 
big forests, it could start a fire that would roar 
on for days. So the smoke jumper acts at the 
first trac~ of smoke-and ac,ts fast. 
2 Mike Arnold k a smoke jumper. At the first 
trace of smoke he doesn't race down the road 
By EVVA BRINKER 
in a big red engine. There's no· road within 
. many miles of this fue, for this fire is in a 
· forest. So he goes in an airplane. Often he's 
fighting the fire in less than an hour. 
3 · Mike Arnold, like , most smoke jumpers, 
works for Uncle Sam. He lives in one of our 
great forests. He always works with another 
smoke jumper. As soon as an alarm comes in, 
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Mike and his helper Bob Harding hurry to a 9 
waitidg plane. They get into their fire-fighting 
cloth~s as the plane climbs into the sl.-y. 
/1 . 
4 Each man has a pair of heavy overalls to ij ~ 
prote
1
ct him against branches and flames. Each 
wea~ a stiff collar to save his neck when he 
landJ. A football helmet and mask cover his 
head!J Each carries a parachute on his back. 10 
He ~a'ngs a small parachute in front just in case/~e larger one on his back does not open. 
5 ;ten Mike and Bob have finished dressing, 
a thrrd man, called the jump master, checks to 
see //~at . they have made no mistakes in 
dressmg. 
6 A!s they near the fire, the jump master 11 
cho1~ses the best place for the men to land. 
· Th~ plane glides over the spot. First, a trial 
parkchute is sent down to· see if they are over 
thel right. spot. When they are sure that they 
ari over the right spot, Mike and Bob leap out. : 12 
7 As Mike and Bob leap, long white-silk 
str~amers seem to follow them. These are their 
II • • parachutes. As they go down, the parachutes 
o~~~~n into great white mushrooms above them. 
8 Mike and Bob are now floating high above 13 
thb treetops. The slit in the parachutes that 
I II ks 1ik • • th s: - Mik ~o e a np IS ere .~.or a purpose. e 
arld Bob can pull a cord that will close the 
sU~ and change the way they are falling. By 
p~g the cords, tipping the parachutes, and 
Jaking the silk top fold, they can land_ where 
Jiey want to. If they land in ~ tree, th~y will 
II 
tie a rope to a branch and get down by that. 
il!ike and Bob call that "Feather Landing." 
-------
' ~ . 
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When the jump master in the plane sees 
where Mike and Bob are, he drops some pack-
ages near them. One package has shovels in 
it and other fire-fighting tools. In another is a 
two-way radio in case they must call back for 
help. In a third package is food, water, and 
perhaps sleeping bags. · 
If the fire hasn't gained too much of a start, 
the men dig a ditch all around it. They fight 
the flames with all their might and all their 
tools. Sometimes Mike and iBob ·have to work 
for hours. Sometimes they work for days with 
the help of other s~?ke jumpers that have 
been called. 
When the danger is past, the two men make 
the "no~glove" test. They must be able· to 
handle soil, wooq, everything-without g1pves 
-so they are sure the fire will not stait. ~~ain 
after they have gone. 
When the "no-glove" test is over, they are 
ready to go to their homes. They hike to the 
nearest landing field where a plane takes them 
home, or else a helicopter drops down to pick 
them up. 
Mike and Bob like their jobs. In fact, every 
smoke jumper likes his job. It's out of doors, 
it's full of adventure, and it's important. 
Uncle Sam knows that whenever he calls, 
·every smoke jumper will, jump-not -run-to 
the nearest fire. 
A<lliPted from "A Smo~ lumper Fights Fires'!- by Evva Brinku. By 
permwlon of the author and Highlights for ChUdrcno Columbus. OhiD. 
@ 1958, by Science Research Associates, Inc. All rights reseTVed under 
Intemational Copyright Union. Printed in United States of America. 
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I . HO)v. WELL DID YOU READ? 
Did you get the important facts? 
· · 1. A smoke jumper lives 
A) in the country 
B) in the city 
C) in a forest 
2. A smoke jumper 
..,, A) goes at the first trace of smoke 
B) waits for a telephone call _ 
C) helps only when· a fire is out of control 
3. Mike and Bob ccu!d not get to the~ job with-
out 
A) a parachute 
B) overalls -
C) gloves 
How well de you reason? 
4. Two smoke jumpers work together because 
A) it is safer 
B) it is niore fun 
C) they like to jump holding hands 
Did you get the meoning? 
5. Most smoke jumpers work for 
A) farmers 
B) rich men 
C) the United States Government 
' 
Did the author say it? 
Directions: Read the following statements. If the 
author said it, write the word ''yes." If the author 
did not say it, write the word "no." 
6. The smoke jumper believes, "Where there's 
smoke, there's fire." 
'1. A: ~moke jumper goes home only after a "no-
glove" test. 
LEARN ABOUT WORDS 
A. Often you can tell the meaning of a word from 
other words around it. We call this "getting m.::an-
ing from the context." 
Directions: Find words in the story which r" 
1. moves (I) 
2. thick groWth of trees (2) 
3. many·times; frequently (2) 
4. covering for protecting the head ( 4) 
5. errors; blunders (5) 
· 13. Often a word has inore than one meaning, de-
pending on how it is used. 
EXAMPLE: The word checks may mean 
A) makes sure o£ the correct-
ness 
B) stops 
C) slips of paper used in place 
of money 
Look at paragraph 5. You will see that cher.:ks ha? 
the A) meaning. 
Directions: Now look at each boldface word. Read 
the three meanings (A, B, and C). Then look 
back to the right paragraph. Decide which mean-
ing fits the way the word is used in the story: Write 
the letter that stands before the meaning you 
choose. 
6. smoke (1) 
A) act of smoking a cigar, pipe 
B) cure 
C) the gas of burning coal or wood 
7. only (1) 
A)" merely 
B) best 
C) most suitable 
8. ·trace (2) II . • 
A~ write carefully 
B ~ sign; small amount 
C~ outline; study 
9. jce (2) 
.Alb contest of speed 
~~ run swiftly; rush 
~ group of pooplo of the "'""' lcind 
10. right (6) 
~) corr~~t 
I},) heal'thy; normal 
<J!) very 
11.l.d.(8) .• 
~) c.ertain quantity of wood cut for fuel 
B) nbbed cloth 
«lb string or small rope 
II · 
12. sure ( 11) 
~) dependable 
~) certain 
€) firm 
13. L .. (12) 
II ., ., 
· · lit) ended 
II 
B) again 
II • p higher than 
I 
C. Most words that begin with the same consonants 
begin with the same sound. Say ithese words softly 
to yourself. 
spring 
spruce 
scream 
·screen 
thread 
three 
Directions: There are three words . in each line. 
Two of them begin with the same sound. Say the 
words to yourself. Write the three letters that 
make the same sound at the beginning of the two 
words. •·.-
14. street, stream, steam 
15. scrape, scope, screw 
16. squash, stable~ square 
17. splash, split, spot 
T 8. throne, them, throw 
19. strain, straw, stain· 
20. that, thrift, throat 
21. scratch, scrub, scuttle 
22. spray, spoon, sprung 
23. spine, splash, splatter 
D. A syllable is a group of letters that are sounded 
together. When two consonants come together in 
the middle of a word, usually the first consob.ant 
goes with the first syllable. The second consonant 
goes with the second syllable. 
EXAMPLE: mas I ter farm·/ er 
Directions: Write each word. Say it to yourself. 
Draw a line between the syllables. 
24. nearly 29. bonnet 
25. comer 30. butter 
26. ribbon 31. compass -
27. summer 32. winter · 
· 28. sudden 33. madly 
'Ill I ~·~PY;·ight 1 958 in th~ ·~RA- R~ading Labo::ato:ry by Sci~nqe 
Research Associates Inc., 259 East Er~e Street, Ch~cago 
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0 Ques·tions about In Less Than Two Seconds 
The story about traveling to the center of the earth. 
1. A t~ip to the center of the earth 
e.. is possible 
b. is not possib;te · 
c. will be possible in the tut~~e 
2. What kind of people can travel to the earthS" center? 
e.. real pP-ople 
. '· ,
b. imaginary people 
c. thin people 
·. 3 •. To reach the center of the ear~h how much rock would 
·' you have to tra,rel· througn? 
e.. one thousand eight hundred miles 
b. one hund~ed and eighty f~et 
c. ten thousand miles 
4. As we- go down farther into the Parth the temperature is · 
' e.. much hotter 
b. much colde:ri 
c. a little cooler-
.. 
5. What· kind of a machine would we travel in? 
a. a bulldozer ,• 
b. a power shov~l 
c. a high speed drill 
., 
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6.. When we have traveled O.own. tor three miles the 
temperature will, be 
a. colde;r;,o t,ha.n· ide cu~e$· 
b. hotter t·ban boiling water 
c. comf"ortable 
7 ~ When "JNP ha ,re traveJ:M down for f'l t:~y miles the 
tE=-m~c-retnre would be 
a. about forty de.grf:e~ 
b. a.bout. Tour·-thp.u~a:nd .d:egreEls· 
8. We should not touch ·tte r.ock walls because 
a • they are bQ t. 
b. they are cold 
c. they are sha~p 
9. Wh~ t ·did we .do Wi tn our $hqvel$"? 
a. threw them awa)! 
b. took them with us. 
o • bur.;ted thF:m 
10. Wh~n we get to the c·.e;n.t.er o·~ tne. ·6al'th we will f;Lnd 
it ~s· 
a. solid 
b. liqUid 
c. gas 
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Questions about the Four-Legged Detective 
1. The four legged detective is a 
a. black collie 
b. tabrador retriever 
c, police dog 
2. His master is a 
a. Duke 
b. dectective 
c • policeman 
3. The dog's name is 
a. Rajah 
b. Jahar 
c. Pal 
4. Tbe story tells us the aog can run faster 
a. than any dog 
b. than any person 
c. than tbe wind 
5. When oa tching a criminal the dogs are taught to hold a 
man's 
a. right leg 
· b. left leg 
o. right a!'m 
6. Dogs are useful for patrolling 
a. stores 
b. banks 
c. parks 
40 
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7. In this story the dog caught -the housebreaker in the 
a • house 
b. garden 
c. water 
8. Beside catching thieves dogs are useful to 
a. track lost children 
b. find missing policemen 
c. track other animals 
9. Dogs were first used by police in 
a. 1946 
' b. 1888 
c. 1492 
10. Labrador retrievers do not make good deotectives 
because they do not like 
a. to chase criminals 
b. to work after dark 
c. to follow a scent 
11. To train a dog and his master it takes 
a. 2 years 
b. 10 months 
o. 3 months 
41 
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Question; about Tbe Da.;r Nie.g!lra Falls StoPp0d 
1. When Ni~gara Falls sto PpElcl floWing th0 ·p~1-ople were 
a. happy 
b. fr.i ghtened 
c. sad 
2. ThE"y knew thE:> water pat\ stoppE=fd. flowin?.:. bec~riJ.se :L't was 
a. quiet 
b. noisey 
c, rot:1ring 
3. How much wa tet'· goes o"mr thA- talls· e·.rery secortd? 
-a. 250 gallons 
ba 1,500,000 gallons 
c. 1,5·oo ga.llo.ns 
4.. How- .te.r does the we. tflr fall? 
a. 16: feet 
b. 165 f'eet 
5, How long is thA Niagara River 
a. 86 mile.s 
b. 105 mil~s 
c. 3-8, milPs. 
42 
/'CJ 6 • Geologists tell us the falls have been flowing for 
a. thousands o~ years 
b. hundreds, of years 
c. a few yflars 
7. The. falls· stopped flowing in the :IJ'E>ar 
a. 1776 
b. 1928' 
c. 1848, 
8. WhE=-n the pE-ople went down into the. gorgE' iJhE>y found 
9. 
10. 
a. gold 
b. Indian relics 
Co dead fish 
Niagara Falls s. toppE>d flow'ing for 
a. one WE'-ek 
b. thirty hours 
c .• two hours 
The falls stopped flowing because of 
a. ice dam 
b. sti.llnesa 
c. beaver dam 
the 
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Questions about No Cowboys Allowed 
1 • Tony, thE-' truck driver dl?'i ve s a 
a. pick up truck 
b. traile~ truck 
c • seda:p. deli VEJ:r'Y truck 
2. The ~Ta ti·onal. Truck Roade:o is· only ro:r:' the 
a. very best drivers 
b. very poor drivers 
c. cowboys 
3. Before he can take part in the driving show the judges 
ask him to 
a. insp~ct a truck 
b. write his name 
c. show his drivers license 
4. To test his d,r,i.ving skill he must drive between 
a. posts 
b. barrels 
c. other trucks 
5, ThA judges subtrqct points from his score if his 
driving is 
a. too slow 
b. jerky 
c. too fast 
44 
~ 6, To win the driver must drive p~rfectly in 
a. a trail~r truck 
b. a pick up truck 
o. the shortest time 
7. Th~y must drive between walls to test if they can drlve 
8. 
a. in an alley 
b. across a bridge 
c • in a garage 
He must drive betwE>en 
he can 
two rows 
a. drive in a straight line 
b. back up 
c. drive in a circle 
of t~nnis balls 
9. At th~ finish line he must stop no more than 
a. two feet behind it 
b. two feet beyond it 
c. lC feet behind it 
to see if 
45 
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Questj_ons about The Run of the Spear:_ 
1. Colter was 
a.. an Indian 
b. a pioneer 
c. a lawyer 
2. He was ordered away fram the Indians by 
a. The chief 
b. the medicine man 
c.. Running Deer 
3- When Colter was told a second time to go he 
a. walked·· away 
b. ran away 
c. stood still 
4. Run of the spear meant he must run or be 
a. killed 
b. jailed 
c. burned at the stake 
5. The reward for winning the race would be 
a. gold 
b. freedom 
c. new moccasins 
6. When be was halfway to his goal be bad a 
a. sore foot 
b. bloody nose 
c. sprained ankle 
46 
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~ 7. He outran all the Indians but 
a. one 
b. two 
c. three 
8. When be saw he could ttot outrun the Indian he 
a. b~gged for mercy 
b. hid behind a tree 
c. hid behind a bush 
9, When the Indian was elose to Colter be 
a. Stopped running 
b. threw his spear 
c. turned back 
10. Colter escaped the Indians by. biding in a 
a. beaver bouse 
b. tree 
c. cave 
\ 
Questions about When Christma~ Went outqoors 
1. Mr. Sturgeon tried to cheer David bt gi~ing nim 
a. a christmas present 
b. a christmas tree 
c. a hic~cle 
2. Everyone came from milew aroUnd to 
a. visit David 
b. admire hi.s tree 
c. admire his home 
3. Before the second Christmas David 
a. was dead 
b. was well 
c. was getting better 
4. The Outdoor Christmas T~ee Association was started by 
a... Sand-y Pr~ tt 
b. Andy Sanbell 
c. John Trotter 
5. The Outdoor Ohri stma.s .r;r.trElE? Association was famous for 
a.. sending msple .seedlings around t·he world 
b. sending ~ed wood seedlings ~round the world 
c. sending spruce trees around the world. 
48 
6. Today you can see thousands of lighted Christmqs trees 
wbich remind people of 
a. the stars 
b. the first Christmas under the stars 
c. s~nta flying across the sky 
7. Each Christmas eirery city and town in this country has 
it's own 
a.. twenty five miles of christmas lights 
b. Christmas parade 
c. Christmas Tree Lane 
8. Sandy Pratt died at the age of 
a. 50 
b. 75 
c •{ 30 
9. Sandy dug and shipped more than 
a. 14,000 seedlings 
b. 1,500 seedlings 
c. 100 seedlings 
10.. The lighted trees a.t Christmas remj_nd us of a 
a. ships at sea 
b. hopeful future 
c. glittering fairylqnd 
Questions about Whirly to the Rescue 
1. A helicopter is useful for res cue work because 
a~ it rides smooth 
b. it can land and take bft almost ~nywhere 
c. .it flies high 
2. Who was drifting on t,he ic~? 
a. Jimmy Carter 
b._ Greg Taylor 
c. Bill Stark 
3. The name of Mr. Carter's helicopter was 
a. whirly 
b. fury 
c. copty 
4. The helicopter was used during the summer to 
a. Transport animals 
b. take pleasure rides 
c • dust crops 
5. Mr • Carter told Jimmy to bring 
a. the first aid kit 
b. blankets 
c. a rope 
50 
·o 6. When they found the boy he was dangerously close to 
a. the canyon fails 
b. an iceberg 
c. the shore 
7. When they ;r-eliched the stranded ·bby they dropped him 
a. a life pr~server 
b. a rope 
c. supplies 
8. After tbE> rescue the boy sa'-d he was 
a. hot 
b. cold 
c. wet 
9. After the boy was safely on shore Mr.cart~r set the 
heltcopter down on 
a. a clearing 
b. the ice 
c. the sand 
10. Aft~r the rescue, M~. Carter wrapped the boy in 
a.. canvas 
b. blankets 
c. an old overcoat 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
EDUCATION LIBRARY 
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0" Questions, about A Natural Radar System 
1. Blind people can f'.ind O'l.l"t what 'i•s rn t·beil"' path by 
a. tappi.ng their canes 
b.. walking. slowl-y 
c.. wa lki'ng l;:>ackWa:rds· 
2. Blind people's canes are their 
a. support 
b. rada:r instruments. 
c. flashlights 
3. Radar instruments are a great help in 
a. dri v.ing a. car 
b. air travel 
c. good. weather 
4o 'l1he. only mamma:l that is able to fly is 
a. pigeon 
b. m·onkey 
c .. bat 
5 .. :Sound$.;made by bats cannot be heard b:y 
a·· people 
b.. othe.r bats 
·¢·· other anima.ls 
6. 'Bats have excellent· 
a.. wings 
b. eye sigh 'I;; 
~. voices 
the 
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q t _ ~p When th~ Italian scientist blinded some bats they were 
' 
a. still abl& to s~e 
b .• able to fly 
c. able to cry 
8. When they plugged a bats e.ars be had 
a. trouble flying 
b. trouble seeing 
Co trouble crying. 
9 •. Bats were found to ba ve 
a. strong wings 
b. big feet 
c • keen hea~ing 
10. When bats had their eal..-s plugged and were gagge·d they. 
a. flew Just as well 
b. were afraid to fly 
c. did not talk or fly 
0 
Questions abou ':; The Indian Whiz 
1. The mighty Indian won "G:!>oplles in 
a. football 
b. bas0ball 
u., a:Ll spo:;:·ts 
2., During Jim Thorpes ofi" saa.s~.ns 'b0 ·;;rot:t1rl 
a. work for the rai l:;:•oad 
b o play another· sport 
c. drive a lumber truck 
3.. Jim Thorpe vVHa called "The gx•eatest athJ.ete in tbe World" 
by the 
a o King 0 f' :&ngla.J.:.i 
b. Kiug 0 1' Fi:i:J.land 
Co King 6f $weden 
4. Jim Thorpe lost his o lym:pi c titles iJ.1. 1913 because 
a .. he pJ.ay6.i baseball p:rof'e;r:;r..ionally 
b., he played hockoy profeBsionally 
Co he 'had a fight wi. th his coach 
5., W'hen Jlru Thorpci bad finisi:1€'·d with the Olympic games he 
vrent back to 
a,. Boston Univ-ersity 
b .. Carlisle Universit-y 
c fl High School 
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6. Jim Thorpe is rated as one of the world's beat 
a~ midget racer drivers 
ba sports writ~rs 
Co football players 
7 o After finishing school at the University Thorpe played b8.se;bal1 for the 
a. New York Gian·i:;s 
b. Boston Braves 
Co Washington Senators 
8. Tho:rpes favorite trlck bat;ween halvea durlng a football game was· 
a. wrestling bears 
b. kicking fi~lq goals 
c~ weight lifting 
9. In 1950 sports ·writers pickBd Jim Thorpe as 
a. best football pl~yer 
b. might~.est. all-round athlete 
c. greatest track star 
10.. In 1951 Thor-pe: had the honor of being ad.mi tted to the 
a. United .States s~nate 
b. Baseball hall of fame. 
c. FoQtb~ll hall of fame 
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1. A smoke- jumper is a pPrson that 
a. drl ves n firf' truck 
b. fights fire-s 
c.., tells th0 fiJ"E'mf'n what to do 
2, At thP !~rst trace of fire n smoke jumper heads for his 
a. fire truck 
b. airplanf> 
c. au to mobile 
3. A smokC> jumpPr always works With 
a. four firc·men 
b. the local police 
c. anotht>r pr-rson 
4. A smoke. jumpf'>r alwa;rs carriPs 
a .. a foo·tbal.l helmet 
b. a stiff collar· 
Co a football hPlmE"t and a stiff collar 
5 • The person who hE·lps the smokP. jumpf·rs prE:pe.re for fir~ 
fighting is callr·d the 
a. jump master 
b. fire chief 
c. officr~r in charge 
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6., Smoke> j,.:unpe>rs may somE'ltimE's land in a trE:'e A.nd thP. method 
usPd to get down is called. 
a. hitting thE' silk 
b. smooth sailing 
c. a frather landing 
7. If a fire hasn't gained too much of a stqrt thE' smoke jumpers 
a. soak the area with water 
b. dig a di toh around 1 t 
o. use chemicals to con tro 1 it 
8. After thE: fire the smoke> jumpers makE' the 11 no-glove" 
test which means 
a. o the> fire wi 11 not start a g8.1 n 
b. the men will not burn thf'ir hands 
o. E">"rf'rything is undf'r con tro 1 
9. When the firE's are ovE'r the smolf:P jumpers are usually 
taken homE' by 
a. oar 
b. bus 
c. hflicopter 
10. Smoke jumpers like their jobs because 
a. it's outdoor work 
b. it's full of adv£·nturf! 
c. it is both A and B 
